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HomeCHEF is a revolutionary oven combining the knowledge of master chefs with user-friendly technology. While its large 

colour TFT display simplifi es the selection of settings by simply sliding a fi nger across the display, the greatest benefi t of 

the oven is a patented multi-step baking - STEPbake, which enables preset changes of temperature, heating elements and 

cooking time for your selected dish. HomeCHEF is the right choice for consistently delicious culinary experiences and will 

impress and inspire beginners and seasoned chefs alike.

HomeCHEF. OVEN FULL OF KNOWLEDGE.

www.gorenje.com

GLM februar 2012 - oglas HomeChef ENG.indd   1 13.2.2012   13:16:35
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  eDIToRIaL

 A
dvanced technology is much slower finding its way 
into home appliances than in industries like con-
sumer electronics, where new developments seem 
to appear lightning fast. Having largely missed out 

on the revolutionary leaps in technology, home appliances are 
therefore still, in many ways, rather conventional products. re-
frigerators and have washing machines have employed much 
the same operating principles for decades. Certainly, new 
technologies like induction are being implemented in cooking 
appliances and will enjoy a boost from other technologies cur-
rently in development. And users expect better, faster, more 
advanced products to wash their laundry, keep food cool and 
safe, and cook food faster and more safely – and their expec-
tations are well justified.

How to avoid the problem of soup or milk boiling over; how 
to cook a lot of vegetables in less than 1 dl of water in order 
to retain all vitamins and minerals rather than see them disap-
pear into the cooking water? The answer lies in Gorenje’s truly 
revolutionary iQcook technology, which employs sensors to 
monitor what is happening in the pot and communicate with 
the hob that adjusts its operation accordingly. and it’s fully au-
tomatic and saves both power and total unit end-cost. This is 
the way and direction in which high-tech solutions are chang-
ing the world of home appliances – simplification, energy sav-
ings and solutions for a healthy life.

High-tech is also rapidly changing another aspect of the white 
goods industry: the user experience in appliance control. This 

input has been largely overlooked, although other industries 
have seen remarkable developments in user interfaces that 
serve a single purpose: to make complicated tasks faster and 
easier. This is where a lot of room remains for high-tech solu-
tions that will truly change the way appliances perform and 
are used. Gorenje’s cutting-edge HomeCHEF oven is a good 
indicator of the direction in which home appliances are devel-
oping; and the type of solutions on which Gorenje is focused: 
design-driven innovation that makes lives simpler and better 
for our users.

in this issue of Glm we focus on high-tech – but with an or-
ganic, value-added twist. we talk to kitchen and development 
people creating the technologies and designs behind the com-
pany’s forward-looking appliances and processes; similarly 
we meet GDs – Gorenje Design studio – the energetic design 
force behind Gorenje’s distinctively smart, high performance 
product range. Good design together with strong, dedicated 
development gives rise to a whole range of new Gorenje dish-
washers, fridges, new induction, iQcook technology and more 
– all laid out for engaging viewing and reviewing. 

Gorenje is opening new factories, studios and trade show exhi-
bitions and bringing home awards like red Dots, Plus X awards 
and more. and the spring/summer season inspires refreshing 
experiences, like taking in the design highlights of milan, and 
indulging in fresh, organic produce prepared with a dash of 
high-tech to delight the palette – high-tech with a twist.

• AleksAnder UrAnc, Brand Management director
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EVERYONE, 
LET’S GO TO MY PLACE.

www.gorenje.com

New generation of freestanding dishwashers from Gorenje deliver 
optimum use of water and high energy efficiency, diverse 
dishwashing programmes and ample space. Interior LED light, 
StartDelay function, SuperSilent function, AquaStop function, 
practical third basket, and two-level height adjustment system 
Click-Clack make them even more attractive and convenient.

FRIENDLY TO YOU AND YOUR ENVIRONMENT

Gorenje_pomivalni stroj_oglasi_A4.indd   4 25.5.2012   9:22:56
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Gorenje’s Retro fridge-freezer (RF 
603010 oCH) has taken home a 2011 
Plus X Award for high quality, superior 
design, and environmentally friendly 
operation. The winning combination 
of features, characteristics and 
economy of this special refrigerator 
from the Gorenje retro collection – in 
dark chocolate no less – was spotted 
and awarded by an international 
expert jury consisting of 130 
industry and media representatives 
from as many as 32 countries.

The high-quality refrigerator with 
freezer compartment boasts dynamic 
design and high energy efficiency. 
The 1.74-meter-high elegant double-
door Gorenje retro fridge freezer 
combo boasts an a+++ energy class 
rating with annual power consumption 
of 141 kwh represents the pinnacle 
of energy-efficient appliances. 

Plus X Awards are presented for 
innovative products in technology, 
sports, and lifestyle. Products that 
proudly carry the award logo offer 
added value and have an edge 
over competing products when it 
comes to purchase decisions.

More Plusses
Gorenje honoured with three 2011 Plus X Awards

Gorenje succeeded in bringing home not one but three prestigious 2011 Plus X Awards 
2011 from Germany late last year. Their oven with the innovative iChef+ electronic control 
module won the Plus X award for innovation, high quality, excellence of design and 
simplicity of use, as well as product of the year award in the category of ovens. Gorenje’s 
third Plus X award 2011 went to the Gorenje redset (wA72149rD) washing machine for 
design, simplicity, and environmentally friendly and economical operation.

REtRO 
REcOGNItION
Plus X AwArD For Gorenje retro 
reFriGerAtor Freezer Combo

•  

This cool beauty 

now also comes 

in enchanting 

white and 

red colours – 

while the dark 

chocolate is a 

softly sensuous 

beauty.

mArKet wAtCh                                                                                                                              
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Gorenje Ukraine recently organized 
the white sensation event, held in the 
lifeClass hotel in Portorož to present 
the new Generation of washing Appli-
ances to business partners.

A prominent group of managers, 
developers, thinkers, designers and so-
cialites both from Ukraine and Slovenia 
used the occasion to raise their glasses 
to Gorenje’s new generation of wash-
ing machines and tumble dryers. both 
of the sensational washing and drying 
appliances dazzled suitably under the 
lights – which further served to wash 
clean white a flock of white-draped 
models. 

The group enjoyed a fine night out 
and had took the good opportunity to 
see these new highly technologically 
developed laundry appliances; and 
everyone left the event thoroughly im-
pressed. 

The new white sensation washing 
machines boast the right combination 
of temperature, water, time, tumble 
rhythm and detergent. based on years 
of experience and expert knowledge, 
Gorenje has developed an innovative 
solution for effective care for white laun-
dry. a special new program called Ul-
trawhite guarantees perfect whiteness, 
even at low washing temperatures. and 
what Gorenje washing machines can do 
with whites, they can do even more ef-
ficiently with the rest of the laundry.

Gorenje’s new generation of tumble 
dryers is distinguished by cutting edge 
drying and anti-crease technology in 
addition to a large drum with up to 9 kg 
load capacity. sensoriQ intelligent sen-
sor technology automatically optimises 
the drying process and takes perfect 
care of laundry – all with extremely low 
power consumption.

WhItE SENSAtION 
IN PORtOROž
Gorenje Ukraine hosts provocative 
event – all in white

• Vitaliy korotkiy, commercial  

 director of Gorenje Ukraine, 

 and rok Grudnik, head of 

 category management weT, 

 at Gorenje 

•  sensational washers and dryers 

dazzled, as did the flock of  

white-draped models.

  mArKet wAtCh
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back in the autumn of 2011, Gore-
nje opned a sanitary equipment 
production and washing machine 
assembly plant in the Serbian 
town of Zaječar. In early March this 
year the successful launch was 
celebrated with a festive opening 
ceremony, attended by branko 
Apat, Gorenje management board 
member, verica Kalanović, vice-
President of the republic serbia, 
and boško nićić, mayor of the 
City of Zaječar. The Zaječar plant 
is Gorenje’s third manufacturing 

facility in serbia, and employs 
100 people. by year-end this year, 
70,000 washing machines and 
30,000 wash basins manufactured 
at the new facility will hit the mar-
kets.  

in serbia, Gorenje also oper-
ates a refrigerator-freezer plant in 
valjevo, a water heater factory in 
stara Pazova, a sales company in 
belgrade, and a network of propri-
etary showrooms. In total Gorenje 
employs some 1,100 employees in 
its Serbian operations.

clEAN StARt
Gorenje opens a new factory in Zaječar, Serbia

two years ago, Gorenje’s French operations commenced 
activities to enter kitchen studio distribution channels, 
which represents 17 percent of the French high-end 
market. this year, the company took a major step in this 
direction with the launching of sales of Gorenje+ built-in 
appliances together with upmarket Gorenje brand 
appliances at the stores of the renowned French kitchen 
manufacturer Arthur bonnet.

Arthur bonnet is a company operating some 100 
proprietary stores across France. a renowned brand 
with a tradition spanning 85 years, it is France’s third 
largest kitchen furniture manufacturer. Arthur bonnet is 
a part of the snaidero Group, an international network 
manufacturing and marketing modular kitchens, and 
among the top five kitchen furniture suppliers in Europe.

Entering an entirely different distribution channel is 
a long-run effort. “we are convinced that there is great 
potential – for profitable business – in built-in appliances 
and sales through kitchen studios”, says Xavier vuillaume, 
Managing director of Gorenje France SaS. “Needless to 
say, we have to provide high quality in all aspects for our 
demanding customers”, he adds, “ranging from top-class 
products to first-rate customer relations. The entry into the 
Arthur bonnet chain will allow us to market the Gorenje+ 
appliances for the first time in France.”

Gorenje+ appliances, launched in june last year, 
have already found their way to Germany, scandinavia, 
slovenia, Austria, Czech republic, russia, and ukraine. 
this year, France, Croatia, and bosnia and herzegovina 
join the list. a kitchen by the French manufacturer arthur 
bonnet featuring the Gorenje ora-Ïto white Collection 
was also exhibited at the Gorenje tradeshow at company 
headquarters in velenje.

•  The red ribbon was cut by employees 

(from left to right) Magdalena 

stanojević, dejan Jocić, sanja 

dimitrijević and Milan Andonor.

•  Arthur Bonnet management and sales 

representatives at Gorenje headquarters in Velenje.

GORENJE FRANcE ENtERS 
KItchEN StUdIO SEGMENt
Gorenje appliances at the stores of the renowned French 
kitchen manufacturer Arthur Bonnet

•  The Gorenje France team with the 

Arthur Bonnet business team.
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  mArKet wAtCh

GlAM MEEtS dESIGN 
IN POINtS EASt
Gorenje designer lines share the spotlight at 
exclusive Asian events

•  Gorenje’s redset 2011 Plus X awarded washing 

machine: the washer’s jogging program is 

designed to wash sportswear after particularly 

intense exercise sessions.

•  Gorenje Ora-Ïto Black 

collection, a part of 

integral Gorenje’s 

high-end design 

lineup

WINNING 
cOMBINAtION
Gorenje’s RedSet washer 
runs to victory

back in December 2011, velenje hosted the 18th 
Cross-country running european Championship, 
which saw a record-breaking 534 competitors 
from 34 countries. This was the second time the 
event was held in velenje (the first back in 1999) 
and Gorenje supported the competition. 

as the national sponsor of the Champion-
ship, Gorenje sought to provide some support 
to the competitors as well. Here they set up a 
RedSet Laundrette by Gorenje at the venue next 
to the velenje lake, in the immediate vicinity of 
the start tent. The RedSet Laundrette was open 
non-stop from 9 Am to 4 Pm and its open doors 
attracted many a passer-by.

the distinctive redset trio, consisting of a 
fridge-freezer, washing machine, and condenser 
dryer with steamtech technology, is impressive 
for its daring design, technological perfection 
and high energy efficiency. 

Gorenje’s RedSet washing machine 
(wA72149rD) won a 2011 Plus X Award for ex-
cellence of design, simplicity of use, and envi-
ronmental friendliness, with efficient Aquastop 
support against water damage, automatic con-
trol for low water consumption and an energy ef-
ficient 17-minute Quickwash cycle. And its triple 
a-30%aa label for efficient use of energy ranks 
the appliance among the most efficient in the 
market. water consumption is a mere 49 liters 
per washing cycle, and the machine features the 
special SterilTub self-cleaning program that deliv-
ers perfect machine hygiene.

asian Gorenje distributors Toptech and Häfele 
continue to present Gorenje design lines at 
glamorous sponsored events. smartable, 
Gorenje designed by Karim rashid ovens, the 
Gorenje ora-Ïto Collection, wine chillers and 
Retro refrigerators have all been enjoying the 
spotlight.

in hong Kong, Gorenje’s distributor toptech 
wrapped up last year by co-sponsoring the 
launch of a new lifestyle and décor magazine 
“hong Kong tatler homes”. here a group of 
prominent developers, architects, interior 
designers and socialites raised their glasses to 
the new magazine amidst Gorenje designed by 
Karim rashid ovens and smartable.

In a similar fashion Gorenje distributor in 
thailand, häfele, kicked off the new year in high 
style with the expat society event, organized 
in collaboration with the prominent Thailand 
Tatler magazine. The expat community enjoyed 
a night out at the bangkok Pullman hotel and 
enjoyed the company of the Gorenje ora-Ïto 
Collection, and both the cool wine Chiller and 
Retro fridge.
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GORENJE REMAINS AMONG 
thE BESt IN dESIGN
Red dot for new Gorenje washing machine and 
revolutionary IQcook induction hob

Gorenje is once again among the win-
ners of the international red Dot de-
sign award. The 30-member jury that 
includes eminent designers and design 
experts voted to award the innovative 
design of the new generation Gorenje 
washing machine, and the advanced 
sensor-controlled Gorenje iQcook in-
duction hob. This ranks the two Gore-
nje appliances among the year’s best 
designed red Dot selections. both the 
iQcook induction hobs and the new 
generation washing machines includ-
ing the award-winning model were de-
signed at Gorenje Design studio.

The concept of new genera-
tion washing machines and dryers is 
grounded in extensive research and 
tests by final users, as well as on key 
Gorenje home appliance markets. The 
Gorenje development and design team 
paid a lot of attention to superior user 
experience and simplicity of use, while 
looking to communicate the techno-

logical proficiency and quality of the 
product. The washing machine front 
panel is visually conceived in a way 
that makes selection much easier for 
the user, without posing any restric-
tions on custom adjustments and set-
tings of the machine.

The revolutionary induction hob 
iQcook is changing the way we cook: 
its intelligent sensor technology allows 
completely safe and controlled cook-
ing. Furthermore, the new technology 
allows cooking with preset cooking 
modes including the unique, patented 
iQsteam mode, and optimizing cooking 
temperature to save up to 40 percent 
in power relative to conventional in-
duction hobs.

Gorenje Group has won 19 red 
dot awards to date. In the last seven 
years alone, the Gorenje Group has 
won 19 red Dot awards for appliances 
branded Gorenje, Asko, and Atag. 

mArKet wAtCh                                                                                                                              

•  The washer’s front panel makes 

selection easier, without limiting 

custom adjustments and settings.

•  The IQcook induction hob’s 

intelligent sensor technology makes 

for completely safe and controlled 

cooking.
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once again, Gorenje has been named the most 
trusted home appliance brand in slovenia, 
according to the trusted brand 2012 survey. 
Gorenje has successfully defended and won this 
title now for the sixth consecutive year – ever 
since Slovenia first became included in this widely 
recognised pan-European survey.

According to the survey, the brands are 
ranked by consumers in 20 global categories 
that are equal for all countries; some categories 
are added locally. in slovenia, 1,168 readers of the 
slovenian reader’s Digest magazine chose from 
almost 8000 listed brands to select the most 
trusted brands in 40 categories.

cElEBRAtIONS 
IN ROMANIA
Gorenje’s NextlEVEl event in Romania takes 
the company to the next level

Late November saw Gorenje Romania 
hold a special event for their business 
partners to celebrate three different 
events: the presentation of the new 
generation washing machines and dry-
ers due to launch in the Romanian mar-
ket early in 2012; the 10th anniversary 
of Gorenje’s operations in Romania; 
and the close of a successful year. The 
event, called nextlevel, was organ-
ised at the renowned Romanian resort 
of Predeal.

After two years of recession, 
Gorenje saw a successful year in the 
romanian market in 2011, reaching 

all sales targets. The highlight of the 
nextlevel event, attended by both 
existing and prospective buyers, was 
the unveiling of the new generation 
washing machines and dryers. The 
event took the form of an innovative in-
teractive story which outlined, step by 
step, the way to the future – a world of 
novelties and innovative technologies.  

slovenian Ambassador, her excel-
lency jadranka sturm Kocjan, opened 
the event, stressing the importance of 
Gorenje’s brand distinction and rec-
ognition in international markets. The 
Director of Gorenje romania, tone 

Prislan, presented the milestones of 
Gorenje’s development in the Roma-
nian market, from market entry there 
through years of growing sales and 
market share in all segments.

After nearly ten years in romania, 
Gorenje prides itself on having estab-
lished numerous long-term partner-
ships which contribute to the brand’s 
value and reputation in the market. 
“our goal is to further extend our busi-
ness network and to come even closer 
to our end-users whom we wish to 
offer products and service of truly high 
quality,” offered Prislan.

tRIEd ANd 
tRUStEd 
Gorenje wins the 
2012 trusted Brand Award

  mArKet wAtCh

•  Gorenje Brand Management director Aleksander 

Uranc at the 2012 Trusted Brand award ceremony.

•  The highlight of the nextleVel: 

unveiling the new generation washing 

machines and dryers.

•  director of Gorenje romania, Tone 

Prislan and slovenian Ambassador 

Jadranka sturm kocjan
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when it comes to cuisine slovenia surely ranks among the world’s rich-
est countries. sadly, however, most are no longer familiar with its true 
culinary heritage. The “Home cooking and all that” project turns to chil-
dren to explore and expose traditional slovenian dishes. with the help 
of some cooking techniques, tools and costumes, the project works to 
“turn back time” and bring this rich heritage back to life.

one of the proud sponsors of the “Home cooking and all that” 
project is Gorenje, which hosted one of the regional competitions. more 
than 50 pupils from elementary schools across the Koroška and savinja 
regions branded cooking utensils and home-grown ingredients in the 
Gorenje showroom in velenje. Gorenje also contributed special portable 
induction cooktops especially for the competition. and every child re-
ceives a special apron that reads “when i grow up i’ll be a CheF!”.

 Primary school children too often go for fast, low-quality food, 
while entirely overlooking slovenian food – not to mention its origins 
and methods of preparation. Here children take a contemporary ap-
proach to traditional Slovenian dishes. Every group prepares their own 
choice of three dishes: a “spoon dish” (soup, stew, made of meat or 
vegetables); a dessert that represents a link between history and mo-
dernity; and an open sandwich, slovenian style.

the competition hosted 97 groups, or 582 elementary school 
pupils, and took place in eight slovenian regions. And the winners? 1. 
“Pohorski kohi”, primary school šmartno, slovenj Gradec, with pumpkin 
soup and noodles; 2. “trnovčki”, primary school trnovo, ljubljana, with 
grandma’s vegetable soup and apple and ricotta wrap; 3. “Sticky fingers 
from šturje”, primary school šturje, Ajdovščina, with šelinka ham and 
snow balls.

ScRUPlE 
WAShER
Wash your conscience 
clean – online

Gorenje is currently running an advertising cam-
paign to launch its new generation of washers 
and dryers. alongside classic marketing strate-
gies and actions Gorenje has developed a new 
web application that goes by the compelling 
name of the scruple washer. 

It’s an innovative concept for presenting 
new products through an interactive web game, 
which engages the visitor with a creative ap-
proach. It also encourages potential users to 
take part in the competition, with a new Gorenje 
w6423 generation washer as first prize.

where did you last wash you laundry? 
when did you wash it? what about your con-
science? enter the scruple washer: trust us, all 
the naughty little things you’ve been hiding lately 
and secretly blushing about are bound to come 
out. ask your friends to do some laundry too. 

Come june 15, 2012, the finals of the scruple 
washer competition take place, with five invited 
repenters, who will compete for the greatest 
number of ‘likes’ for their posted stains, and 5 
troublemakers, as chosen by the jury. the win-
ner clears their conscience and goes home with 
a new, latest generation washer, boasting superb 
washing technology – and hopefully continue  
washing his/her conscience.

You’re warmly invited to connect and con-
fess at: www.vestnapralnica.si 

hOME 
cOOKING – ANd 
All thAt
When I grow up I’ll be a chEF!

mArKet wAtCh                                                                                                                              

•  children take a contemporary 

approach to traditional slovenian 

dishes, at the Gorenje showroom 

in Velenje.
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GORENJE 
GOES ShOPPING
Studio Koper latest addition to 
Gorenje showrooms

recently, Gorenje slovenia opened a 
new Gorenje studio in the Planet tuš 
shopping mall in Koper. this is the 
fifth independent showroom with a 
comprehensive offer of the Gorenje 
brand in Slovenia and also the first 
showroom situated in a shopping 
mall. the Gorenje studio Koper, 
designed by the Gorenje Design 
studio, extends over an area of 1,200 
m2 and offers a wide range of small 
and large household appliances: 
Gorenje, Gorenje+ and Körting, as 
well as kitchen and other furniture, 
bathroom equipment, heating 
systems and ceramics Gorenje, all 
supported by a service unit.

ShOWcASING IN 
thE tROPIcS
Gorenje at Kitchen & Bath Expo 
in São Paolo

Late March saw the 7th edition of 
Kitchen & bath expo draw big crowds 
to the Transamerica Expo Center in 
são Paulo, brazil. the event was or-
ganised and hosted by NürnbergMesse 
brazil, responsible for the most impor-
tant supplier, distributor and retailer 
business meetings in the country at 
its many fairs and events. More than 
17,500 sector professionals attended 
this central event, up 30% from back 
in 2008.

“This was Gorenje’s first appear-
ance at this tradeshow, and we feel it 
was very successful. we’ve made many 
new contacts and established connec-
tions that we’re sure will be of great 
help as we enter the brazilian market”, 
explains tatjana močenik, regional 
sales manager.  brazil, with its 190 mil-
lion inhabitants, is an exciting emerging 
market for manufacturers and produc-
ers of white goods. “we’re planning to 
market our high-end appliances and 
designer lines through kitchen studios 
intended for the market’s more de-
manding customers,” močenik offered.

visitors, which included many 
prominent architects, interior designers 
and dealers, saw the timeless Gorenje 
Pininfarina collection, the innovative, 
colourfully stylish appliances designed 
by Karim rashid, the company’s leg-
endary collection of retro refrigerators, 
the prestigious Gorenje refrigerator 
made with CrystAllizeD™ swarovski 
elements, and other high-end Gorenje 

brand products.
the Kitchen & bath expo is consid-

ered one of the market’s best vehicles 
for launching products and for show-
casing coming trends in kitchens and 
bathrooms for interior designers, archi-
tects, decorators, engineers, construc-
tors and shop owners.

more: www.gorenjedobrasil.com.br

  mArKet wAtCh

•  Visitors saw the innovative, 

colourfully stylish appliances 

designed by karim rashid.

•  The new Gorenje studio koper, 

designed by Gorenje design 

studio.
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BIG 
BRANd 
lAUNch 
IN SINGAPORE

GRANd 
GORENJE 
OPENING IN 
ShANGhAI

this may Gorenje, in co-operation with 
its Chinese distributor GiiC, launched 
its flagship store in China with a grand 
opening at the store’s location in 
Shanghai. The opening ceremony of the 
Gorenje Gallery was attended by several 
prominent guests, including Gorenje 
board member uroš marolt, celebrated 
designer ora-Ïto, and special honorary 
guest Slovenian ambassador in China 
H.E. Mrs. Marija adanja.

managing Director of Gorenje Asia, 
Andy miklav, proudly welcomed the 
guests and described the occasion as 
one of the biggest steps Gorenje has 
taken in China, and was now starting 
out on its own path of tradition, quality 
and design.

The ceremony was full of traditional 
Chinese customs including a lion dance 
and firecrackers, after which the guests 
were invited to look around the Gorenje 
Gallery shanghai, which features three 
stories of Gorenje’s premium design 
lines: Pininfarina, Karim rashid and 
Gorenje ora-Ïto. after unveiling the 
futuristic kitchen with the Gorenje ora-
Ïto collection, the designer himself, ora-
Ïto, shared his ideas on design with the 
local press.

Gorenje, in co-operation with its partner 
häfele singapore, recently launched the 
Gorenje brand on the new and exciting 
asian market of Singapore. on hand as 
guest star designer was ora-Ïto, who also 
appeared on local tv to promote the 
launch. Later in the afternoon journalists 
and fellow designers were eager to 
hear his thoughts on design and kitchen 
appliances. Come evening, ora-Ïto joined 
the Gorenje brand launch, that was 
attended also by Andy miklav, managing 
Director of Gorenje Asia, who offered 
that this represented a new chapter in the 
company’s ambitious asian tour.

•  The opening ceremony was full of 

traditional chinese customs including a 

lion dance and firecrackers.

•  

Urška kupec and 
Tina Majcen, Gorenje 
Asia; Marcus Hoeller, 
General Manager of 
Häfele singapore, 
designer Ora-Ïto, and 
Andy Miklav, Managing 
director of Gorenje 
Asia.

mArKet wAtCh                                                                                                                              
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Some forms that are 
simply timeless, yet always 
contemporary. The Gorenje 
retro fridge, popular for 
decades, is more than just a 
cooling appliance, indispensible 
to any household; it’s become 
a cult object of desire. It’s not 
just a device that cools, but a 
product that is just simply cool. 

a few years ago Gorenje 
introduced a new retro 
collection of economical, 
environmentally-friendly cool 
beauties, available in three 
different, charmingly distinct 
styles: Chic, vintage, and 
Funky. Now the colour palette 
just got richer, with two new 
compelling hues: energetic Fire 
red and elegant snow white.

REtRO chIc, 
NEW cOlOURS
Energetic Fire Red and 
Elegant Snow White

•   simply cool: more than just a 

cooling appliance, it’s become a 

cult object of desire

Back in Berlin
 
Following notable appearances at the inter-
national IFA Fair in previous years, Gorenje will 
again set – and show –new standards in innova-
tive design at the fair in Berlin this year. Visit the 
Gorenje booth at Hall 1.1 and get closer to the 
latest developments at Gorenje, designed and 
destined to make a lasting and compelling im-
pression.

IFA Fair, Hall 1.1, August 31 – September 5, 2012



Kitchen is a concept founded upon clear 

principles of enhancement. Kitchen 

appliances are its plus. Gorenje+. PLUS is 

a symbol of exclusive novelties selected 

to meet your most demanding criteria. 

Treat yourself to the concept of pluses 

that will give your life a good pulse. 

Expect more. Demand PLUS.

PLUS. PULSE.

www.gorenjeplus.com
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new strAteGy For 
CHaNGING TIMES

  new CorPorAte tACK brinGs sustAinAble  

  vAlue For Customers  

 elizAbetA biluš    Gorenje ArChives

Change may be the only certain thing in life; this maxim 
certainly applies to enterprises as well. Yet the current eco-
nomic and financial crisis spanning the last three or four 
years has brought about changes so stark that the home 
appliance industry found itself in the harshest period of its 
history, facing anything but the usual change in the envi-
ronment. The Gorenje Group responded to these changes 
by devising a new strategic plan. 

today, raw and processed material prices are higher than 
they were in 2008; moreover, they are extremely volatile. 
Making things even worse for the manufacturers are the 
currency risks, high unemployment that hampers demand 
for home appliances, rampant payment defaults and de-
linquency, restricted availability of financing sources and 
more. according to estimates by the European Committee 
of Domestic equipment manufacturers, the industry will 
only regain 2007 levels in 2017 – a whole ten years after 
the onset of the crisis. 

more than ever, manufacturers face excess capacity in the 
industry, and the pressure to lower retail prices is mount-

ing, despite rising materials costs. Another challenge for all 
manufacturers is a shift in the balance of global economic 
power, which involves high growth of emerging home ap-
pliance markets outside Europe. 

Consumers, too, have changed. they have grown more 
environmentally aware and dedicated to healthy lifestyles 
and the use of smart appliances. The demographic change 
has played a part as well: the average age of the European 
population is rising and this compels the development of 
appliances that are friendly to elderly users.

Activities to counter volAtility
The Gorenje Group reacted to this changed situation by 
devising a new strategic plan for the period 2012-2015. The 
plan was developed with a focus on Gorenje’s key com-
petencies, including r&D, design, know-how, and an inter-
national mindset; its competitive advantages such as the 
line-up of brands in various price segments, flexibility and 
economies of scale in manufacturing, and success in niche 
segments; and remarkable growth. over the past seven 
years, Gorenje has doubled its revenue and acquired Atag – 
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•  FrAnJO BOBInAc, Gorenje President and ceO

the leading white goods provider in the benelux markets – 
and Scandinavian wet appliance specialist asko. The latter 
acquisition afforded access to US and australian markets 
and consolidated the presence in scandinavia,  where mar-
ket shares have already risen to solid figures. Furthermore, 
Gorenje has internationalized its manufacturing operations 
significantly in recent years. 

Franjo bobinac, Gorenje President and Ceo, says of the 
adoption of the new strategy: “The new strategy serves 
a very specific purpose. with its implementation, we are 
looking to generate lasting and sustainable value for all our 
customers and users, for our shareholders, and of course 
for all 10,600 Group employees. yet even the best strategy 
falls short of being anything more than an illusion if it only 
remains on paper. At Gorenje, we are aware that it has to 
be carried out consistently; indeed, activities to reach our 
strategic goals are already in progress.”

tHe Quest for ProfitAbility
one of the Group’s key strategic goals is to boost profitabil-
ity of operating activities. in 2015, ebit margin is planned 
at over 5% and revenue is planned to rise by 3.8 percent 
to approximately eur 1.5 billion. thus, Gorenje’s growth 
will outpace that of the European home appliance mar-
ket’s anticipated 2.1 percent. in order to attain these goals, 
the Gorenje Group is planning to beef up sales in emerg-
ing non-European markets from EUR 100 to 150 million. 
The Group is aiming for the well-to-do consumers of non-
european metropolises such as sao Paolo, where Gorenje’s 
sales operations have already been launched, and hong 
Kong, where Gorenje has successfully provided equipment 
for luxurious residential skyscrapers. another goal is to in-
crease the share of brands and appliances in the upmarket 
segment to 25% in 2015.

the foundation behind these strategic goals was a new, 
clearer delineation of business segments within the Gore-
nje Group, introduced last year. After the reorganization, 
the core segment “Home” thus includes the entire range of 
Gorenje’s home products which, in addition to major and 
small appliances, includes hvAC equipment and kitchen 
furniture, an important channel for the sale and promotion 
of home appliances. The ecology segment which includes 

Gorenje Group companies developing comprehensive 
waste management services in Slovenia and Southeastern 
Europe is now an independent entity that complements the 
Group’s revenue, while all other companies and activities 
being developed by the Group in some markets (e.g. engi-
neering, toolbuilding etc.) have been classified as portfolio 
investments. Stepping up the focus on the core activity of 
products and services for the home, Gorenje is looking to 
increase the share of these operations in the overall struc-
ture of the Group’s revenue to as much as 90% in 2015.

lower Debt AnD free cAsH flow counter 
crisis  
Greece is but one player that has shaken the financial sta-
bility of the European Union and the effects have extended 
far beyond european borders. As a result, money is becom-
ing tighter and more expensive for everyone in europe – 
manufacturers, retailers, and consumers.

Decreasing debt and increasing positive free cash flow are 
the key goals and measures devised by Gorenje to reinforce 
its resistance to the current financial crisis and to improve 
performance.  The set of activities planned by Gorenje is 
aimed at generating at least EUR 40 million of free cash 
flow in 2015, and reducing debt to a level at which the ratio 
between net financial debt and ebitDA will no longer ex-
ceed 3.0, in the year 2014 and beyond.

we are looking to generate 

lasting and sustainable value for 

all our customers and users, for 

our shareholders, and of course 

for all 10,600 Group employees.

•  *the effects of sale of istrabenz gorenje 
were eliminated in the base year 2011 for 
the purpose of achieving comparabilty 
(eleimination in July 2011)

ebit Margin
6.0%

2011*

+ > 2.3 percentage points

Plan 2012 strategic Plan 2015

4.5%

3.0%

1.5%

0%
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StrAIght 
lInES, 

hIGh GlOSS, 
And 

troPIcAl 
WOOd

  GoRENjE HoME INTERIoR PRESENTS  

  new ProDuCt rAnGes  

april saw Gorenje Home Interior again host their business partners at 

this year’s home interior@Gorenje tradeshow, where they showcased 

the revised line-up of Gorenje and marles kitchen brands, as well as 

bathroom and ceramic tiles and novelties in other home furniture 

programs. The two-day tradeshow was attended by over 400 business 

partners and media representatives from 18 countries. 

 GretA KoKot rAjKovič    Peter mArinšeK, Gorenje ArChives
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Quality materials 

are increasingly 

employed in 

kitchens.

Gorenje Isa kitchen

Marles Fantazija kitchen
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•  two basic guidelines prevail: the minimalism 
of pure, straight lines, smooth fronts, most 
commonly in high gloss finish; and the classic 
kitchen style, includes natural wood, accents of 
carpentry details, and intricate antique finishes.

•  functionality comes first: when planning a kitchen, 
functionality is often overlooked for modern forms 
and intriguing layouts. but each space has its 
special characteristics which should be utilized 
if the kitchen is to be functional and practical.

•  custom made kitchen offers more flexibility: Kitchen 
plans and furniture should fit and be adjusted to 
the size of the person using it. Also functionality, 
i.e. the optimum number of steps, succession food 
preparation, left-handed or right-handed etc.

•  Popularity of exotic wood: Quality materials 
are increasingly employed in kitchens.

•  ceramics no longer the preferred choice:  
worktops are commonly made of natural and 
composite stone, or synthetic compounds 
of imitation stone or kerrock. ceramics are 
no longer preferred for the space between 
the worktop and overhanging cabinets.

•  Handles are “out”: fewer kitchens today 
employ handles. various innovative opening 
mechanisms such as the “push” system are 
finding their place; the most recent novelties 
include overhanging cabinets without handles. 

MOdERN KItchEN tRENdS

Gorenje nola kitchen
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GORENJE EcO 
cOMPAct KItchEN
Focus on nature

Gorenje Home Interior has now designed a modern ECo 
kitchen. though still in the concept stage, the design may 
soon see mass production.

The ECo kitchen concept follows modern trends 
in design, heeds the issues of ergonomics, and involves 
many innovative solutions that motivate and support an 
environmentally friendly lifestyle. Naturally treated birch 
wood was used for the rounded cupboards and cabinets, 
as well as for the sink, for which an entirely new proce-
dure of laminating and bending was implemented. This 
is complemented by a tranquil green glass worktop into 
which the induction hob is integrated.  

“The ECo kitchen is made of natural and renewable 
materials; as much as 95 percent of all components are 
recyclable. It has wooden guides and its surfaces are 
treated with high-quality and health-safe oils and waxes,” 
says hana sevšek, industrial designer at Gorenje notranja 
oprema (Gorenje Home Interior).

The kitchen offers ample space for storage and in-
cludes a “green” island with a specially tailored section for 
waste separation, as well as a glass cupboard to see that 
herbs and spices are always fresh. The design is compact 
and minimalist, with refined details and an overall motif of 
natural tones.

“two years ago, Gorenje home interior successfully upgraded 
its Gorenje and Marles kitchen brands. The development of 
new products is in tune with the global trends, yet remains 
faithful to the intrinsic character of the Gorenje”, says mr. uroš 
marolt, managing director at Gorenje notranja oprema (Gore-
nje Home Interior).
Talking about modern kitchens means much more than merely 
pairing well-designed cabinets with appliances and combining 
them into uniform sets. Trends in the development of kitchen 
furniture are increasingly pronounced in our home environ-
ments and their effect is expanding to other rooms as well.
Most consistent with these trends are the island and penin-
sula kitchen layouts which impart a central role to the kitchen 
space. they allow socializing, and open up the possibility of 
several persons working together on the preparation of a 
meal, which may turn into a family cooking ritual. 

NEW BAthROOM PROGRAMS, MOdERN cERAMIcS
notable novelties in bathroom programs include Alano, Ama-
dor, leonides, lorencio, and bonsai bathroom vanities and 
sets. Pure lines, smooth opening and closing, natural colours 
and elements of different dimensions make for engaging pos-
sibilities.
bathroom vanities are well complemented by a rich selection 
of colourful and lively new designs of ceramic tiles inspired 
by natural motives and colours. Décors are simple and mini-
malistic with a touch of subtle ornamentation and light relief 
surfaces.

•   Industrial designer and co-author of the ecO 

kitchen project Hana sevšek

•

UrOŠ MArOlT, 

Managing director at 

Gorenje Home Interior, 

proudly presenting 

novelties in all of key 

programs.

•  Gorenje ecO compact kitchen
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the market for professional equipment used in hospitality, schools, 

hospitals etc. is entirely different from Gorenje’s core activity, which 

is services and appliances for the home. therefore, the program is 

managed by the company Gorenje Gti, a Gorenje subsidiary that 

deals with distribution of various product ranges by renowned global 

manufacturers, as well as with planning and services.

 vesnA PetKovšeK     Gorenje ArChives

PRoFESSIoNaLLY 
SPEaKING

  Gorenje now Also ProviDes QuAlity eQuiPment  

  For the DemAnDinG hosPitAlity inDustry  
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For compliance with 

legislation and standards, all 

professional equipment is 

made of stainless steel.

Gorenje has a long tradition in the manufacture and sale of 
home appliances that have found their ways into the homes of 
our customers. A good year ago, however, the company also 
entered the market for professional equipment for the hospi-
tality industry. It provides business partners with comprehen-
sive service ranging from planning and delivery of equipment 
to installation and servicing. and the aim of the program is to 
become a leader in professional equipment for hotels, restau-
rants, and cafés in the territory of the former yugoslavia. 

The Professional program works with about 60 providers of 
professional equipment which includes dishwashers, steam 
convection ovens, thermal equipment, refrigerators and freez-
ers, chambers, kitchen appliances and most anything clients 
may require for their operations.

in the first year of its operations, the Professional program 
completed ten projects and generated turnover of EUR 1.2 
million. orders are won through public tendering and pri-
vate investments. “last year, we were particularly success-
ful in public tenders in slovenia, and also won some major 

private projects in the market”, offers Director of Gorenje 
Professional Aleksandar Andželevski. “subsidies for low-en-
ergy buildings, provided by the eu and some municipalities,  
have spurred the construction of new facilities for kinder-
gartens and schools, which we see as an opportunity for  
new orders.”

The Professional program has won numerous references 
in one short year, from kitchen equipment for schools and 
restaurants across slovenia, to equipping the new high-end 
Plaza hotel in ljubljana. working with trimo, a slovenian man-
ufacturer of steel constructions, the program is proactively 
involved in winning deals for equipping of modular units for 
workers at oil rigs around the globe. 

incidentally, they’ve also supplied the equipment for the 
kitchen at the staff restaurant of the parent company in 
velenje, where 4,000 meals are prepared each day. the equip-
ment includes a state-of-the-art conveyor dishwasher, a sys-
tem for the dehydration of organic waste, and an automatic 
tray sorting line.

•   Part of the Professional program team (from left):  

Tamara kovačič, Mirko watzak, director Aleksandar 

Andželevski and Matjaž Gril. 

dId yOU KNOW?
  
  Properties and functions of professional equipment 

differ considerably from those of home appliances:

•  washing machines have a wash capacity for up to 
12,000 glasses, plates, or other dishes per hour; 
the washing cycle takes from 30 to 180 seconds.

•  steam convection ovens allow roasting, cooking, 
baking pastry, or reheating. capacity of largest 
ovens is as much as 40 baking trays simultaneously.

•  cooking hobs feature depths of 700, 900, 
or 1,100 mm. the input power of a gas hob 
with four burners, without an oven, is 40.0 
kw; the width of the flame can be adjusted 
to the size of the pan from 16 to 40 cm.

•  refrigerator and freezer capacity is 700 l or 
1,400 l, respectively; for larger amounts of food, 
refrigeration and freezer chambers are used. 
equipment is connected to a central control 
system that records temperature (HAccP), 
and reports any errors or deviations by visual 
and acoustic signals, and via gsM connections 
to maintenance and service technicians.

PRoFESSIoNaLLY 
SPEaKING
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ToTaL ENERGY 
MaNaGEMENT

  Gorenje Co-FounDs new-moDel enerGy ComPAny GGe  

 elizAbetA biluš    ŽiGA lovšin, Gorenje ArChives

last year Gorenje, together with the slovenian gas com-
pany Geoplin and energetika ljubljana, the heat and gas 
supplier for the slovenian capital ljubljana, launched a joint 
venture called GGE. The new company offers customers 
advanced solutions designed to improve their energy ef-
ficiency, and to lower their energy costs by employing en-
ergy efficient technologies and using renewable energy 
sources. 

GGE provides services based on the so-called energy 
contracting business model, meaning that the entire in-
vestment for implementing measures to cut energy con-
sumption is provided by GGE; the savings generated are 
then used throughout the agreed contractual period to 
compensate the amount invested. It’s a cost-efficient in-
strument for reducing both power consumption and costs. 

luka Komazec, managing Director of GGe believes that en-
ergy efficiency is among the most cost-effective measures 
to reduce both consumption and greenhouse gasses, and 
to increase the share of renewable energy sources in Slo-
venia. “GGE’s goal is to work with customers to decrease 
carbon dioxide emissions by 40,000 tons by 2020”, says 
Komazec, “by reducing energy use and harnessing renew-
able energy sources.”

GGE is carrying out its first major performance improve-
ment project at Gorenje: a solar power plant with capacity 
of 400 kwp has been installed on the roof of the manu-
facturing plant at velenje, while the implantation of energy 
efficient indoor lighting at a velenje manufacturing plant is 
in the final stage of implementation. It is expected that this 
measure alone will slash lighting-related power consump-
tion by 65 percent in the plant and ensure better work-
ing conditions for  employees. by fall 2012 a 800 kwel 
combined heat and power system (co-generation) will 
have been installed. The solar plant and the co-generation 
system are both from Gorenje’s own product range. The 
package of energy efficient measures also includes the in-
stallation of a new energy management IT system. 

Given the volatility of energy prices, boosting energy ef-
ficiency plays an important role in improving the competi-
tiveness of both enterprises and the entire economy. The 
measures implemented by GGE will allow Gorenje to reduce 
energy consumption by five percent and reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions by some 1,050 tons annually compared 
to 2011, as well as generate five percent of the company’s 
power and heat from its own resources, thus easing Gore-
nje’s exposure to fluctuating energy prices. 

•  Marko Podlesek, GGe Managing director luka 

komazec, and nejc Frumen, representing the young 

GGe joint-venture company.

boosting energy efficiency 

plays an important role in 

improving the competitiveness 

of both enterprises and the 

entire economy.

www.gorenje.com

U LT I M AT E  S E N S E  F O R  Y O U R  L A U N D R Y

Gorenje washing machines offer the option to choose the washing method best suited to 
your needs. NormalCARE, EcoCARE, TimeCARE, and AllergyCARE are optimized to allow 
excellent washing result and perfect laundry care.

Fully customized washing
SensoCARE

NormalCARE
OPTIMUM USE
OF ENERGY AND TIME
Preset washing mode for normal 
daily use with optimum 
combination of power and time 
required

EcoCARE
46% ENERGY SAVINGS*
Laundry care with low water and 
power consumption regardless of 
program duration

TimeCARE 
42% TIME SAVINGS*
Increased intensity for an effective 
wash in the shortest possible time

AllergyCARE
49% IMPROVEMENT 
IN RINSING EFFICIENCY*
Particularly friendly washing mode 
for anyone with delicate skin; 
extra water for more thoroughly 
rinsed laundry

* Relative to the NormalCARE washing mode

SENSATION IN WHITE. UltraWHITE
NEW GENERATION WASHING MACHINES
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smart iQcook technology goes one 

better and makes cooking easy.
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 GretA KoKot rAjKovič    Gorenje ArChives

the innovative technology of the iQcook system’s iQ sensors built 

into the cooking zones and further, mounted on the cookware lid, 

guarantee completely safe and controlled hob operation. iQcook is the 

first cooking hob in the world that you can truly trust to perceive all 

changes in a timely manner and adjust the operation to avoid boiling 

over, burning, or overcooking. And user-minded preset cooking modes 

simplify the preparation of many dishes even more.

IQcook
 CHaNGING THE
waY wE CooK

  A smArt AnD tAsty CooKinG revolution  
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fully sAfe AnD 
controlleD oPerAtion 
Gorenje’s new, incredibly intelligent 
and highly sensitive iQ sensors built 
into each cooking zone of the hob au-
tomatically adjust the operation of the 
hob and eliminate the need for con-
tinuous manual control of the cooking 
process. Now users can maximise their 
time while their meals cook; and needn’t 
worry when something unexpected 
happens – nothing will burn or boil over 
ever again. 

The new technology is based on Goren-
je’s new generation of XtremePower in-
duction hobs that have been upgraded 
with sensor technology for safe, con-
trolled cooking, and deliver remarkable 
cooking power. They can be used in the 
conventional way, just like any other 
high-end induction hob. but iQcook 
smart technology goes one better and 
makes cooking easy with preset cook-
ing and frying modes.

sMArt AnD eAsy: Preset 
cooKing MoDes
The user-adjusted preset operating 
modes represent a remarkable new ap-
proach, allowing the choice of five pre-
set cooking and frying modes:

iQboil: for cooking with plenty of water, for dishes that sim-
ply require more water, like soup and pasta. A preset cook-
ing mode brings the contents of the pot to the boil and then 
maintains boiling temperature via communication with the iQ 
sensors. 

iQsteam: a new and unique feature for steam cooking – a 
healthy way of preparing food – which better preserves nutri-
ents and vitamins.  with this cooking mode, very little water 
is added. As a result, food is not overcooked, and retains its 
natural colour, juices, and flavour. 

iQpro: is a slow-cook mode which has been adapted for grain 
and similar dishes that require longer cooking times with slow 
preheating and light boiling, such as goulashes, eggs, rice, chili 
con carne, and polenta; or just for reheating previously pre-
pared and pre-cooked food. 

IQfry: the preset frying mode is used with larger amounts of 
oil, and is just right for frying doughnuts, french fries and other 
deep-fry favourites. 

IQgrill: yet another convenient preset mode that allows users 
to select how well done their dishes (like meats) are, choosing 
from three – low, medium, high – presets, ensuring the food is 
cooked evenly and remains juicy. 

gooDbye boiling over 
AnD burning 
the system’s highly sensitive iQ sensors 
are the key, our proven, reliable helper. 
The patented SmartSense safety func-
tion prevents food from boiling over 
or burning: if the water evaporates en-
tirely from the pot or pan, smartsense 
automatically switches the hob off. and 
you can forget about tedious cook-
top cleanup – owing to the iQ sensors, 
dishes will never boil over again.

Patented solution tailored to suit the 

user, combined with a technologically 

perfected induction hob.
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How Does it worK?
The hob offers five preset cooking 
modes. after selecting the most 
suitable cooking mode, the sensor 
installed on the pot or pan lid is 
activated by a simple touch. operation 
of the iQ sensors built into the cooking 
hob and in the pan lid, both checking 
the progress in the pan, is monitored 
by the cooking hob’s electronics. 
Intelligent technology provides 
automatic operation and completely 
eliminates the need for direct, ongoing 
supervision of the cooking process.

cA

100% aUToMaTIC 
CooKinG Control 

usinG the iQ sensors

100% SaFETY
From boilinG over 

AnD burninG

100% ACtive 
PreservAtion

oF nutrients, vitAmins 
AnD minerAls

UP To 40% ENERGY 
sAvinGs

with Full PArAmeter 
oPTIMIZaTIoN
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Ever dreamed about a truly intelligent washing machine? 
one that would automatically adjust the washing pro-
cess to the program, and type and weight of the laun-
dry; that provides care and protection for your clothes;  
is simple to use, economical and intelligently designed? 
The new generation of Gorenje washing machines and the 
revolutionary technology employed in them makes this 
dream a reality.

Gorenje washing machines allow users to choose washing 
methods best suited to their needs. Conventional wash-
ing programs (cotton, synthetics, mix, delicate, wool-
lens), offer four new possible modes to choose from: 
normalCAre, ecoCAre, timeCAre, and AllergyCAre. 
These washing modes provide excellent washing results 
and perfect laundry care every time. NormalCaRE is 
preset for regular daily use, optimizing power and time;  
EcoCaRE is focused on laundry care with far less water 
and power, regardless of washing time; timeCAre steps 
up the intensity to efficiently wash the laundry in the short-
est possible time; and allergyCaRE is the right choice for 
the allergy prone, using more water to thoroughly rinse 
the laundry.

HigH loADs, energy efficient
The spacious drum fitted in Gorenje’s new generation washing 
machines allows optimum wash for larger amounts of laundry 
– up to 9 kilograms at a time. the door’s 34.5 cm diameter al-
lows the washer to be fully opened to 180° making loading and 
emptying simple, even with the biggest wash items; in some 
the drum is even lit for better viewing.

many innovative solutions like efficient program algorithms, 
optiDrum washing machine drum, and Quickwet optimum 
soaking system, combined with the intelligent sensoriQ sen-
sor technology, deliver excellent energy efficiency. Gorenje’s 
top models boast A+++ -20% rating, so use on average 50% 
less power than a energy class appliances.

Also, numerous sensors continuously monitor the washing 
progress. intelligent sensoriQ technology automatically ad-
justs the washing process according to the program and type 
and weight of the laundry. 

lAunDry wellness AnD siMPle cHoices
an innovatively designed large volume drum interior of stain-
less steel washes even large loads evenly and comfortably. 

MAkIng 
thE WhItESt oF 
dREAMS coME 

trUE
  the new GenerAtion oF Gorenje wAshinG mAChines  

  Delivers immACulAte wAsh whiteness  

 mAnCA Krnel hess    Gorenje ArChives

now FeAturinG                                                                                                                             
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Smart drum perforation provides lower water and power 
consumption. wave-shaped 3D ribs gently move the laundry 
towards the rear of the drum, then lift it towards the top. opti-
Drum ensures laundry gets the best care possible.

Gorenje washing machines offer flexible program and tem-
perature settings. the most commonly used programs – cot-
ton, synthetics, mix, delicate, and woollens – are found on the 
right hand side of the dial; on the left are special programs for 
laundry type. the innovative ultrawhite program is intended 
for care of white delicates like synthetics, silk, nylon, and lace. 
Laundry gets excellent care at low temperatures with intensive 
tumbling and more water. 

whites washed at low temperatures often take on a greyish 
or yellowish shade and loose their white sheen. with the ul-
trawhite program, however, white laundry stays truly white. 
in addition there’s Perfectblack, biowash, nightwash, Quick-
wash, and two easily customizable myFavourite programs.

no stAins, big gAins
Gorenje’s high-end models offer a special StainExpert function 
for effective removal of the most stubborn stains – for fruit 
(strawberries, tomato sauce, etc), coffee (tea, coffee, cocoa, 

chocolate, lipstick etc), wine (red wine, dark fruit juices, blue-
berries, beetroot etc), and organic (oil, blood, grass etc.). 

the heavy-duty Duraheat heater is coated with a protective 
layer of nickel that reduces accumulation of limescale. Dura-
heat lasts longer and make machine operation more efficient,  
which also prolongs its useful life. and a highly efficient elec-
tronically controlled PowerDrive motor boasts spinning rates 
of 1,600 rpm accommodating 9 kilogram loads reliably and 
quietly. 

froM wAsHing to Drying
Gorenje’s new generation of dryers boast a keen sense for 
laundry, and paired with Gorenje washing machines they offer 
ultimate care for your laundry. New Gorenje SensoCaRE dry-
ers feature unique IonTech technology that smooths fibres 
and eliminates creases and static charge. It also eliminates un-
pleasant food and tobacco odours, providing extra freshness 
and care. During the ionization process, unique anti-allergic 
technology removes bacteria, viruses and dust mites. And 
condenser dryers fitted with a heat pump boast exceptionally 
low power consumption, rated in the A-40% class, and intelligent 
sensoriQ technology that delivers perfect care even for the 
gentlest of fabrics.

  now FeAturinG
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SuperPower 

cooking hobs 

boast the option 

to activate the 

Powerboost on all 

cooking zones at 

the same time. 

now FeAturinG                                                                                                                             
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SUPEr FASt 
cOOKING, 

SUPEr 
dElIcIOUS 

Food
  Gorenje suPerPower inDuCtion hobs  

  Give CooKinG A boost  

 GretA KoKot rAjKovič    Gorenje ArChives

The new generation of Gorenje SuperPower induction hobs 
deliver exactly what’s needed in the home: quickly prepared 
yet delicious, wholesome food. And the superboost function 
for rapid and powerful operation allows even faster, more ef-
ficient cooking, saving both time and power.

induction hobs are the most efficient way of cooking, and are 
superior to both gas hobs and to all types of electric hobs. 
And thanks to superb efficiency, induction hobs are often the 
cheapest way of cooking available, depending on the prices 
of gas and electricity. SuperPower induction even boasts up 
to 80% efficiency!

the superboost function instantly provides a remarkable 
power boost to your cooking hob when you need it. when 
activated, output power is increased by over 40%, which pro-
vides a true boost to your cooking.

Relying on its powerful integrated components of exclusively 
european origin and proven quality, they’re super silent, stable 
and reliable, and allow both simple, accurate control and mini-
mum energy losses. 

uniQue toucH control 
Each cooking zone features its own module and a touch con-
trol timer, so cooking times can be set for each cooking zone. 
After the set time expires, the cooking zone switches off au-
tomatically and sounds an acoustic signal. a nine-level power 
scale allows accurate settings and control is further enhanced 
by clear graphical symbols. 

And note: Induction technology only heats the bottom of the 
pot or pan, so the entire surface of the hob not in contact with 
the cookware remains cool and safe to touch. 

  now FeAturinG
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objeCts oF Desire                                                                                                             

old
FrIEndS 

nEW 
FrIEndS

The spiring-summer season is abloom with colourful 

high-tech, high-design variations on everyday household 

objects both old and new.

thE SlEEK 
dUStBUStER
orb-it
this little hand-held, bag-less vacuum cleaner quickly picks 
up messy bits and pieces. The smart spherical design packs 
it into a small, compact and fun device, with a handle and 
nozzle that fold in. It comes with a 360 degree charging 
base, so no cables necessary, and the dust bowl can be 
easily cleaned out, thanks to the rubber brush provided. 
www.blackanddecker.co.uk

FUll-FlAVOUR BAKING
gorenJe gluten-free breAD 
MAcHine (bM1200bK)
baking gluten-free bread baking is 
an art, not a science. the specifics 
of gluten-free baking make rising 
and baking times longer – so it’s far 
more convenient to use an automatic 
gluten-free program, now an option on 
Gorenje’s new bread machine. Simply 
add the ingredients, choose the options 
on the touch-pad controls, and presto – 
warm, tasty just-baked bread.
www.gorenje.com
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ESSENtIAl 
UtENSIlS IN ONE
clicK ‘n cooK
If your ever expanding collection 
of kitchen utensils is getting 
out of control, this can help you 
save some space. Five machine-
washable plastic spatulas come 
in a storage box and and an 
ergonomic handle onto which 
you easily snap the tool of choice 
– then release it with a click of a 
button. Makes digging through 
drawers a thing of the past.
www.quirky.com

PREtty POlly
A Di Alessi PArrot 
corKscrew
what better than practical pieces 
reinvented by smart whimsical 
design? The humble corkscrew 
asassumes a new form in the 
shape of a multi-colored exotic 
bird, crafted from chrome-plated 
cast aluminum and polyamide. 
A wonderful, bright twist to the 
faithful companion.
www.alessi.com

SAy chEESE!
KAsiMir tHe HeDgeHog 
cHeese grAter
This prickly little beast will 
make you smile every time you 
grate some parmiggiano over 
your pasta –  and the kids will 
love him! it has a curved body 
that spans bowls and pans, is 
made of bPA-free plastic and 
comes in a variety of colours. 
Did we mention it’s also as cute 
as it gets?
www.koziol-incentives.com

cOOKING WIth StylE
gorenJe electronic 
KitcHen scAle, by 
KAriM rAsHiD
Gorenje takes its collaboration 
with celebrated designer Karim 
rashid a step further, from large 
to small designer household 
appliances. This new ultra-
thin electronic kitchen scale 
boasts tempered glass, high 
load capacity of 5 kg, and uses 
patented sensor technology 
and 1g graduation to guarantee 
precise readings.
www.gorenje.com
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cOOKING MAXIMIZEd
gorenJe inDuction cooKwAre
The Gorenje cookware set is suitable for 
all types of cookers including induction. It 
has a 4-point handle, which means welded 
at 4 points with a 8 mm thick bottom, 
when recommended is a mere min. 5 mm. 
the solar-base bottom transfers the heat 
perfectly and maximizes both time and 
energy savings.
www.gorenje.com

SUMMER BREEZE 
– By A clIcK

Q DesK fAn
with its name derived from its 
shape, the Q fan is a carefully 

crafted object made of stainless 
steel and aluminum. The three fan 
speeds are controlled by a switch, 
and while at work, the stylish Q is 

as silent as a mouse. a summer 
must-have. 

www.stadlerform.ch

BlAdE RUNNER
rotAry Peeler
A clever, compact fruit 
and vegetable peeler, that 
incorporates three different 
blades for different styles of cut 
– standard, serrated and julienne. 
The stainless steel razors are 
housed in tough plastic and can 
be rotated by turning the metal 
hub; there’s even a little potato 
eye-remover added. The humble 
peeler made over.
www.josephjoseph.com

objeCts oF Desire                                                                                                             
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POWERFUl StylE
gorenJe DownDrAft 
toucHcontrol 
cooKer HooD
This sleek and efficient 
downdraft cooker hood with 
TouchControl is specially 
adapted to longer cooktops 
with cooking zones laid out 
side by side, and extracts 
odours and steam directly and 
evenly from the cooking area. 
It can be fitted into kitchen 
islands or directly into the 
worktop against the wall. The 
perfect solution, in tune with 
contemporary kitchen designs. 
www.gorenje.com

PIctURE thIS
gorenJe icHef+ oven
Gorenje’s revolutionary touch control iChef+ electronic 
oven module boasts a Plus – more pleasure, with 
professional results, all via logical touch control using 
colourful icons. The intelligent control system turns any 
user into a master chef: Simply choose the photo of the 
dish, and with just one touch activate the simPlebake, 
aUTobake or STEPbake program; or tweak the settings 
in the MYbake program for all out culinary creativity.
www.gorenjeplus.com

ScENt SAVIOUR
sAvon Du cHef
a handy addition to your 
kitchen, this stainless 
steel ‘soap’ helps you get 
rid of odors, hence the 
garlic shape. just rub 
it between your hands 
under cold running 
water and wash away 
the odours; or use the 
top of it to remove 
food prep residue from 
beneath your nails.
www.alessi.com
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 GoRENjE +     

 jeFF biCKert    Gorenje ArChives

what’s really special about the new Gorenje+ built-in appliances goes 

well beyond working with the most reputable kitchen specialists across 

Europe and serving the most demanding customers. 

The real advantage of these Gorenje+ appliances lies in the 
plusses: technological perfection; smart design and new un-
derstanding of harmony with kitchen furniture; wide range 
choice from large to compact built-in appliances. and last but 
not least, a responsible and responsive approach to both part-
ners and customers – as see in streamlined installation, super-
standard warranties and reliable after-sales services.

Gorenje+ exclusive appliances boast numerous advanced tech-
nological features, even global innovations. Gorenje+ is the first 
to offer ovens with the unique iChef+ electronic programming 
module with large lCD screen, that allows the selection of 
functions simply by sliding a finger across the colour display. 
Gorenje+ induction cookers boast Multizone+ cooking zones 
that are connectible into larger heating areas, allowing them 
to adjust to cookware of various shapes and sizes. The power-

efficient leD+ lighting in fridge freezers goes beyond respect 
for the environment, as it lights up numerous convenient fea-
tures inside the refrigerator. and the Gorenje+ Xl dishwasher 
with its surprisingly spacious and flexible Settings+ interior al-
lows washing as many as 17 place settings at once. Superior 
technology simply makes cooking, cooling, and dishwashing 
better. 

DesigneD for HArMony AnD eAse
Finally, appliances that recognise the need for individual 
choice of kitchen furniture. Gorenje+ exclusive appliances de-
liver a comprehensive concept of user experience and design, 
combining a wide range of superior cooking, refrigeration, and 
dishwashing appliances. your choice is always individual, yet in 
your kitchen, it always comes together as a harmonious whole.
Every purchase decision is equally difficult or equally simple. 

Gorenje+

For
All thE 

PlUS
rEASonS
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Gorenje+ kitchen 

appliances are based on 

clear principles of both 

formal and functional 

enhancement. 

but how simple it really is becomes evident once it’s delivered, 
installed, and taken into use. Gorenje+ exclusive appliances are 
designed to be friendly in every possible respect: from pur-
chase to installation and finally, to everyday use. 

gorenJe+ DisHwAsHers for tHAt Plus cleAn
owing to their remarkable features, washing efficiency and 
economy, Gorenje+ dishwashers rank among the very best in 
the world. Spacious and adjustable interiors with three baskets 
and all vital parts made of high-quality stainless steel allows for 
washing of up to 17 place settings at a time. These appliances 
afford user-friendly control and the option to install the appli-
ance at an ergonomic height which makes handing the dishes 
even easier. Gorenje+ dishwashers are a real PLUS for any 
kitchen, delivering the most clean and shiny dishes at one go.

Parts of high-quality stainless prolongs their useful life, and 
sensor technology makes sure water and power are used effi-
ciently. a+AA energy ratings point to optimum efficiency, with 
all appliances fully compliant with stringent European direc-
tives on power savings and environmental protection. a+ en-
ergy class means power consumption is up to 11% lower than 
a class appliances.

excellent wAsHing effects 
Excellent washing effects are the result of nine spray levels 
as well as efficient operation of the Twist+ spray arm and the 
additional orbital+ rinsing arm. to this, we add the plus for ef-
ficiently washed dishes without prior manual rinsing, courtesy 
of the patented SCS+ (Super Cleaning System+) which rinses 
the dishes before the start of the washing procedure and 
cleans both the filter and the appliance interior. 

GoRENjE +                                                                                                                                      
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Gorenje+ exclusive 

appliances deliver a 

concept of excellent 

user experience and 

design.

High-end Gorenje+ dishwashers feature an impressive pat-
ented solution that leaves your dishes totally dry and perfectly 
shiny. After the dishwashing cycle, the door automatically 
opens just enough to release the excess steam. This inno-
vative function is highly user-friendly as it leaves the dishes 
completely dry, comfortably cool, and ready for storage. And 
leD+  – a special leD lamp installed on the lower part of the 
dishwasher door – constantly indicates,  in clear blue, red, and 
green, the current stage of the dishwashing program for total 
control of dishwasher operation.

HeAting DrAwer – A big wArM Plus
Gorenje+ compact built-in appliances boast quality, contempo-
rary materials as well as both form and function, which com-
bine to make many tasks much simpler. In addition they look 
great without overpowering the overall style of the kitchen. 

and they can be supplemented with a built-in heating drawer. 
the drawer can be built in underneath a steam oven, a coffee 
machine, or a combined microwave oven, into a niche that’s 
otherwise intended for an oven of standard dimensions. The 
drawer can be used to warm tableware in order to keep food 
and beverages deliciously warm far longer.

efficient use of gAs 
Innovatively designed Gorenje+ gas hob burners optimize the 
flame to allow faster cooking and efficient use of gas. owing to 
the construction of the burner, the gas is mixed with the air be-
fore it actually reaches the burner. burners are not assembled 
from several parts; rather, they are cast as a single piece which 
also makes cleaning truly simple. 

more: www.gorenjeplus.com

•  chef Borut Jovan managed to elicit 

the most PlUs tastes to create a true 

cooking spectacle: smoked beef back 

with liquified pumpkin praline that 

melts in the mouth. 

tHeAtre of flAvours At 
culinAry festivAl in lJublJAnA 
recently, a host of select, established 
chefs were creating their specialities at 
the culinary festival in ljubljana, in Gore-
nje Festival Kitchens that were soon 
given the name Theatre of Flavours. The 
chefs cooked on exclusive Gorenje+ ap-
pliances, among them the oven with the 
innovative iChef+ control module, which 
proved brilliant cooking support and a 
true global revolution in electronic touch 
control ovens. Further excellence also 
came from smaller cooking appliances 
by Gorenje, from blenders to cutters and 
portable induction hobs.

news froM tHe nortH – 
gorenJe+ norDic tour

Last autumn the Gorenje+ camper made 
its way up to the north of Europe. This 
is how Gorenje Group Nordic decided to 
introduce the Gorenje+ line to potential 
dealers and buyers in sweden, norway 
and Finland. 

The Gorenje+ camper made stops 
at 102 shops and wound up its tour 
after putting in over 12,000 kilometres 
of road. at the dealers they were met 
with extremely positive responses. Now 
Gorenje+ products can be found in many 
exclusive Nordic kitchen studios.

 GoRENjE +     
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thE kItchEn 
AS SocIAl hUb

PRoFILE                                                                                                                                      

 uršulA menih DoKl    Peter mArinšeK, Arthur bonnet Arhives

  DesiGner mArC moreAu tAKes the KitChen From A  

  sPACe For everythinG to A sPACe For liFe  

 Every room has its personality that reflects its purpose, 
but the kitchen holds a special place in the home. De-
spite being the place that has been the most affected 
by developments in our lifestyle and the technological 

revolution of the past century, the kitchen remains a privileged 
space for communication and interaction between family 
members.

 According to a recent survey in France, the kitchen has be-
come the most important room in our homes, second only to 
the living room: more than 52% of people surveyed have their 
meal in the kitchen, 35% spend time with their family, 19% en-
tertain guests and 14% watch television in the kitchen.

Kitchen components are therefore becoming more and more 
sophisticated – oven with a tablet, PC, refrigerator with a touch 
screen display and integrated radio and similar. The borders 

are moving, or better, the walls are tumbling down; the kitchen 
and the dining room today frequently merge into one living 
space. A feel good space with a soul and its own identity, and 
a story to tell.

tHe siMPlest tHings Are tHe Most elAborAte
marc moreau, design manager and creative director at the 
leading French designer kitchen manufacturer Arthur bonnet, 
believes that design and innovation make no sense if they fail 
to consider the user and environmental impact.

Kitchen components of this leading brand of luxury contem-
porary and traditional kitchens are made mostly of environ-
mentally friendly materials. The warmth and emotion of the 
wood are complemented with finer materials, such as stone, 
stainless steel or glass. The combination of sleekness and co-
siness simply calls out for social interaction with our guests.
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what matters are emotions, a 

certain respect for life’s essentials 

and simple pleasures.

but when deciding on new furnishings for our home we still 
give priority to functionality, ergonomics and aesthetics. user 
needs and habits are therefore at the core of all Marc Moreau’s 
kitchen design ideas.

The French are considerably different than the rest of Eu-
rope. almost four out of five French people eat their lunch-
time meal at home, and this makes the kitchen and the table 
around which the family gather, very important. For this rea-
son, throughout its 85 years of history Arthur bonnet has de-
veloped a special, “French-style” kitchen design that is not just 
about form, but about rethinking the kitchen.

frencH Joie De vivre
recently, Arthur bonnet presented a new kitchen called rive 
Gauche, designed by marc moreau. the new kitchen, devoid of 
handles, comes with a white line of household appliances de-
signed for Gorenje by celebrated designer ora-Ito: a perfect 
example of the French joy of life, a mixture of cutting-edge 
design, elegant rhythm, structured graphics and serious light-

ness – “the French style”. hiding behind a seemingly simple 
form are innovative storage solutions. in the centre, there is a 
large island for food preparation – a place for the family and 
friends to get together, have a snack, a serious talk or just a 
chat, share experiences and showcase their cooking skills.

Marc Moreau is a keen user of advanced technologies and 
electronics. He wanted a kitchen into which he could build 
new electronic equipment and technological solutions and 
put them at the service of its users in their daily lives. but 
how do you find a balance between energy efficiency and 
make the tools available without turning this living area into a 
technological laboratory? He created a kitchen where aesthet-
ics goes hand in hand with technology, exciting the senses. 
There’s but a single step from a furnished to a digital kitchen.
Marc immediately fell in love with Gorenje’s iChef user inter-
face. According to him, it’s an innovation that is truly user-
oriented, as it offers an exciting cooking experience to people 
with different cooking skills. However automation and elec-
tronic control are entering our homes through the front door.

•   The new Arthur Bonnet kitchen 

rive Gauche, comes with a white 

line of household appliances 

designed for Gorenje by celebrated 

designer Ora-Ïto. 

•    MArc MOreAU, designer and 

creative director at the leading 

French designer kitchen 

manufacturer Arthur Bonnet
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BOUNdlESS 
botAniCs: 
GORENJE 

IN THE 
GArDen oF 
GooD AnD 
EtERNIty

concept: Jeff bicKert & MAncA Krnel Hess
images: sAšA Hess

Production / styling: cirKus AnD toMAž sMrtniK
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full bloom: a world of 
vivid, colourful life-growth 

bursting forth
gorenje w9845i new 

generation washer
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A steamy story: 
good things from 
the well-nurtured 
garden
gorenje  gs64314w 
dishwasher

aPPLIaNCE aRT                                                                                                                                              
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  aPPLIaNCE aRT  

las brisas: warm, gentle 
summer breezes blow forever 

fertile, back to the roots
gorenje D9864e new 

generation dryer
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the sound of silence:
strong of body, 
clean of mind, 
pure at heart.
gorenje Dts9515e 
hood & superPower 
induction hob it612Ac

aPPLIaNCE aRT                                                                                                                                              



Whether you’re planning a party, dinner for two or you’ve just got the blues Gorenje fridge-
freezer is a perfect place for any type of food available for any feeling at any moment.

Advanced functions like SensoTech, NoFrost DualAdvance, FreshZone, SuperCool, 
FastFreeze and EcoMode customize the climate to preserve diff erent types of food 
fresh and healthier than ever. 

Besides the natural preservation Gorenje off ers outstanding design, top-level energy 
effi  ciency and eco-friendliness.

www.gorenje.com

WHATEVER THE SEASON. GORENJE COLD.

NRK 6201 MX

GLM maj 2012 oglas HZA-ENG.indd   1 24.5.2012   9:17:05
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  showroom

THE 
CoNTEMPoRaRY 
CLaSSIC
  eleGAnCe, Pure lines AnD usAble hiGh teChnoloGy  

  mAKe the Gorenje orA-Ïto ColleCtion An enDurinG  

  HIGH PERFoRMaNCE LINE  

 jeFF biCKert    Gorenje ArChives

some five years ago, Gorenje approached and enlisted the services of 

the provocative young French design-star ora-Ïto, and charged him 

with creating an exclusive line of stylish design appliances. The result 

of this intense – and intensely creative – cooperation was the Gorenje 

ora-Ïto Collection – the new classic for tomorrow’s kitchen.

the first series, the Gorenje ora-Ïto black collection, was 
launched to both critical acclaim and big consumer inter-
est; two years later an equally compelling collection in white 
emerged and hit the markets. today, the collections remain 
highly popular on most of Gorenje’s markets, and continue to 
draw both attention and praise, as exemplary products com-
bining high, contemporary design, cutting-edge technology, 
quality craftsmanship and smart, simply useable features.

ora-Ïto boasts an impressive portfolio, applying his design 
principles of simplicity and complexity to forge a distinctive 
style he’s dubbed “simplexity”. and his collection of what are 
described as sleek minimalistic designs for Gorenje repre-
sented the first time the designer ventured into the world of 
household appliances. even cult-icon design magazine wall-
paper declared the collection among the five best kitchen ap-
pliances of 2007. and the elegant black glass and brushed 

•  IT641OrA XtremePower induction hob

•  BOP88OrAX pyorlytic built-in oven
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Together they tell a timeless 

yet modern story of 

metal and glass.
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aluminium finishes combined with technological perfection in-
side earned a widely respected Plus X Award in the category 
for design for built-in oven.

orgAnic Meets futuristic 
A big part of what makes the Gorenje ora-ito black collection 
special is its artful combining of the organic and the futuristic. 
the entire front door surface is finished in elegant black, re-
flecting back the light in the kitchen, and maintaining perfect 
harmony with the design of the brushed aluminium handles, 
available in stainless-steel or black. Together they tell a some-
how timeless yet modern story of metal and glass. and the 
design of this special appliance collection is complemented 
and supported by an array of decor panels for the collection’s 
dishwashers and microwave ovens.

The multifunction ovens of the Gorenje ora-Ïto collection 
boast perfected electronic DirectouCh control, ultra cool 
door, DCs dynamic cooling system, and convenient telescopic 
tray guides. the innovatively vaulted homemADe oven design 
based on traditional wood-fired bread ovens and coated with 
high-quality EcoClean enamel helps make for uniform disper-
sion of heat in the oven interior and ensures superior bak-
ing results. and some models feature an auto clean function 
that employs the full pyrolysis concept – high temperatures 
reaching some 500 °C, paired with an innovative combination 
of heaters and fan-driven air circulation, results in optimum 
cleanliness.

insPirAtion for tHe senses
smart design paired with advanced technology, all in stylish 
black, turns even the most challenging culinary endeavours 
into playful creations and pure aesthetic pleasure, as the al-
luring lines of the graphic hob-top pattern seduce the senses. 
the cutting-edge cooking hob boasts speed, low energy con-
sumption, safety, and touch control. induction is considered 
the most advanced cooking technology available today. Some 
models of the Gorenje ora-ito induction hobs feature Xtreme-
Power induction technology which enables very quiet and ex-
tremely fast operation – even when all four cooking zones are 
engaged simultaneously at full power.

years back ora-ito’s bold, new ideas rocketed him to the top 
of the global design world. Early in his career he presented his 
designs and ideas for products that did not yet even exist, un-
dersigned by well-known brands. big, celebrated companies 
like louis vuitton, nike, Gucci and Apple might have taken 
legal action against this young yet obviously skilled revolution-
ary – but were so impressed with his designs that they hired 
him instead. today, he designs for some of the world’s biggest 
brands, like heineken, Adidas, b&b, Capellini, l’oréal, toyota, 
Danone, ballantine’s, Davidoff and more; and has received nu-
merous respected awards for his work.

similarly, ora-ito’s award-winning designs for the Gorenje ora-
Ïto Collection continue to inspire the senses, and the design-
minded user who wants the best of both worlds – creative, 
provocative and timeless design; and powerful, advanced and 
simple-to-use technology.
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The Gorenje HomeCHEF oven with large 

TFT screen turns cooking into an exceptional 

high-tech culinary experience.

showroom                                                                                                                                      
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SPECIaL 
CULINaRY 

ToUCH
  HomeCheF, A most hiGhly KnowleDGAble oven  

 mAnCA Krnel hess    Gorenje ArChives

The Gorenje HomeCHEF oven with large TFT screen turns 
cooking into an exceptional high-tech culinary experience. 

what really sets the Gorenje homeCheF oven apart from 
other ovens is the integrated micro controlled processor,  
allowing cooking settings to be selected simply with the slide 
of a finger across the touch-sensitive colour screen, with 
different menu sets available to choose from. The greatest  
advantage, however, is gained by the patented stePbake sys-
tem which allows setting changes of temperature, heater op-
erating modes and cooking times – all in advance. 

The HomeCHEF oven is an excellent choice for beginners and 
seasoned chefs alike.tablet computer, cookbook, and oven are 
combined in a single appliance that introduces the playfulness 
of consumer electronics to the modern kitchen – and makes 
excellent cooking results easy.

revolutionAry cooKing
The key novel feature in this revolutionary oven is the STEP-
bake mode which allows cooking in several predefined, or 
programmed, steps. Preparation of many dishes may re-

quire a change of temperature during the process, and use of  
different types of heaters, or both. with the homeCheF 
oven, you can design such preset programs yourself. Choose 
the PRobake mode for perfect gourmet experiences;  
aUTobake with as many as 65 preset picture recipes; MY-
bake for creative cooks creating, editing and saving their own  
recipes; and SIMPLEbake for the shortest way to the most 
commonly prepared dishes.

siMPly Perfect
The HomeCHEF oven boasts unique touch control via an in-
teractive TFT display. The technology in the background is 
in fact a high-performance micro-controller that acts as a  
standalone computer. Combined with the hardware and a 
smartly devised operating system – the result of in-house 
expert knowledge and development – provides faster, more 
responsive and user-friendly control. the concept of control, 
though based on complex technology, vastly simplifies every 
selection. Programs and functions are selected by simply slid-
ing your finger across the display. and contents are clearly 
laid out, and the main menu allows settings in 30 different 
languages.

  showroom
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gdS — 
GooD 
DesiGn, 
SIMPly 

GDs – Gorenje Design studio – became an independent company back 

in 2008. since then it has formed two studios (one in velenje, one 

in ljubljana) and gone from 12 to 23 people, many of them product 

designers, but also design specialists working in architecture, graphic 

design, psychology, business/economics and more. today it’s a highly 

inter-disciplinary organisation, with a distinctly holistic approach, 

employing extensive design and user research; and built, like Gorenje, 

around a few basic core values – starting with simplicity.

 DesiGntAlK, with GDs CreAtive DireCtor liDijA 

 PritrŽniK, AnD inDustriAl DesiGners mAtevŽ PoPič 

 AnD borut KerŽič 

 jeFF biCKert    ivAn PisAr
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Jb  the design force at gDs recently managed to produce 
yet two more red Dot winning designs, for the new genera-
tion gorenje washing machines and the iQcook induction 
cooking hob, bringing the gorenje group’s total to a whole 
19 red Dot awards. looking back over the past few years, 
in which time gorenje has proved particularly successful in 
terms of brand and design recognition, is the way you work 
changing, evolving?
lP  Gone are the days when a team simply designed a wash-
ing machine; now everything is considered through the design 
framework, including interfaces, user-experience, communica-
tion materials, user materials and similar, connecting all fields 
and facets of design.

Jb  both the washer and the hob employ innovative new 
technologies.  How are new technologies and techniques 
changing the way products like appliances are designed and 
developed? 
is the design process – how products (white goods and be-
yond) are concepted and realised – also changing in a similar 
way?
lP  owing to accelerated developments in technology, time-
lines and schedules have changed dramatically. just three 
years back, the entire team had perhaps two major projects 
per year with which to work; now each designer has roughly 

two bigger projects, sometimes simultaneously. And projects 
have become more complex, connecting different brands 
(within the larger Gorenje Group), different markets. 
MP  New technologies like advanced software and rapid pro-
totyping – which has been employed for years already – allow 
us to do so much more, faster, which demands more applied 
work. today we can test and check our ideas immediately, 
and designers are better familiar with all of the design tools 
available to them.

Jb  was this, as lead designer on the red Dot winning gore-
nje sensocAre washing machine, your experience?
bK  Absolutely. Designers – like myself, like all of us – are in-
volved from the very outset, they work on concepting, with 
technical inputs and much more. I was involved with this 
washer project – that employs the highly innovative sensoriQ 
technology – from the very start, involved in designing the 
programs, the interface, the display. we also carry out a lot 
of user research in the design process: how users use their 
own and others’ products, employing interviews, observa-
tions, questionnaires, as well as examining various problems 
and emotional responses.

Jb  Does it ever happen that people do something, use 
something in the research process, in a way that surprises 

  PRoFILE

•   Perfect fit: Gds creative director lidija Pritržnik, with Industrial designers Matevž Popič and Borut keržič
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you; that proves helpful, suggests or provides a new and un-
expected answer?
bK  it is interesting, people and approaches are (very) differ-
ent. even within the studio here, we’ll test and work with some 
product, some appliance, and look at some team-member and 
ask why on earth they do something the way they do.
MP  in the best-case scenario, the machine shows the user 
how to do it, how to operate it.
lP  and it’s always a delicate balance between minimal or 
ease of use and marketing values. we’re always trying to make 
things work as simply as possible – which is far simpler than it 
is easy. that said, however, many variables are involved. 
MP  the classic braun designs of decades back, for instance, 
used colour schemes in their otherwise very austere designs 
to denote certain functions as basic as on/off. Colours or co-
lour-schemes are often used to designate or draw attention 
to certain features; or they may simply be employed to ap-
pear more attractive, as part of some decorative or aesthetic 
scheme. Again, we work to make things, products, intuitive, 
make them easiest for the user to get it, to minimise unneces-
sary mistakes.
bK  our approach relies a lot on simple logic: if you start from 
the left side of a panel or dial, and move to the end, on the 
right, you should find the ‘off’ function; and everything in-be-
tween, in order of operation, is about customising the process.

MP  It’s important to choose the right or appropriate tech-
nology. You can’t just go and blindly follow the latest trends 
(like touch-control and operation), because they don’t always 
represent the best solution for the project/product. lCDs and 
tFt displays are everywhere these days. but it might be that 
two knobs or dials prove the better solution.

Jb  we keep returning to simplicity, ease of use, and the 
smooth user experience. would you say these represent 
some of the core design values at gDs?
lP  simplicity and ease of use are absolutely core values – at 
both GDs and for the Gorenje brand as a whole. years ago, it 
was enough for companies to say they were design-driven, it 
was somehow enough to differentiate them. Today it’s also 
important to differentiate what kind of design philosophy 
you practice and in turn, offer. And our customers today are 
smarter, have access to and use more information, and more 
easily compare the products available. They want smart prod-
ucts, products that will do and deliver what they want from 
them.
it’s very difficult, in appliances and white goods in general, 
to develop truly new technical innovations. That’s why it’s all 
the more important to develop innovations in user experience. 
by the same token, this has to be developed in line with and 
alongside other primary considerations: the product should 
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•   Helping hand: lidija Pritržnik extracts wash-tested Borut keržič
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be compelling, should speak the language of the brand, and 
consistently perform well.
bK  Like the perforation of the drum and the ribs on the Sen-
soCAre washing, which is reminiscent of the washboard our 
grandmothers used – it adds an emotional element to the very 
core of the appliance.

Jb  Does having and referencing such core values – simplic-
ity, ease of use – make your job easier?
lP  yes, when you have a clear vision of what you’re doing and 
where you’re trying to go, the process itself becomes clearer, 
better defined. I think all of us here share this same sense of 
values. r&D explores methods and technologies, to come up 
with the best washing, cooking and other technologies. then 
we work together to make these processes work seamlessly, 
effectively and easily; to translate complex operations and 
possibilities into user-friendly solutions.

Jb  the other red Dot winner – the iQcook induction cook-
ing hob – was an entirely new product; which meant that it 
was a ground-up project where everything could be defined, 
developed and prioritised from the start. you, Matevž, de-
signed the hob, in close conjunction with gorenje’s develop-
ment team.
MP  yes, this induction hob technology is entirely new, it 

makes use of new technologies, and the way we use it is dif-
ferent as well – it’s more flexible and user-friendly. our com-
petitors – also very reputable – feature fixed sensors, on the 
back, which allows sensor-controlled cooking only on the two 
more powerful (rear) elements, not on the smaller front ones. 
our technology is built into all cooking zones; and you can also 
cook with or without a lid. with a lid – either glass, stainless 
steel or enamel – you also have the use of two mobile sensors 
which monitor the process.

Jb  this is the same sensor control technology that prevents 
burning and boiling over?
MP  yes, it’s very effective, it prevents things – the surface, the 
vessel, the contents – from overheating, thereby preventing 
burning and boiling over.

Jb  Do you yourself cook – here and/or at home? (i’m not 
sure you look like the cooking type.)
MP  yes, but actually more here than at home. here we had 
to do a lot of real-life hands-on testing to ensure everything 
worked, together, as it should.  we tried to get things to burn 
and boil over – but the sensors shut us down.
JK  And the mobile sensor application is absolutely unique, 
something we’re very proud of here. It works well and users 
easily work it well. it’s good design, simply.

  PRoFILE

•   catching up on professional reading: Matevž Popič beside awarded induction hob
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 hAnA sevšeK/  

 inDustriAl DesiGner,/   

 GoRENjE HoME INTERIoR/ 

what’s your job? 
My job at Gorenje Home Interior is to be 
actively involved in the development of 
new programs, especially furniture and 
kitchens. I follow the product from the 
idea blueprint stage to realisation and 
beyond, as part of my work is also con-
nected with marketing.

what particular tasks have you per-
formed – as a part of what you’re work-
ing on – today?
I started working at GHI in 2010 in the 
furniture program where I helped de-
sign and develop new programs. soon, 
I was involved in the development of the 
kitchen program as well.

what are the key issues/questions sur-
rounding what you do?
The key to my work is innovation. I try to 
add something new, different, or fresh 
to objects that perform a certain basic 
function. I try to be very critical of my 
own products, as this is the only way i 
can make progress, move forward.  to 
me, design is an applied art and i seek 
to observe this in my work. The best 
part is seeing my product with a happy 
user. 

what are you working on these days?
we have just completed a major proj-
ect, the in-house trade show, at which 
we presented new products and devel-
opments in kitchen and other home fur-

niture to our business partners. we’re 
also finishing a ceramic tile catalogue 
and we’re launching the development 
of programs for the new product year. 
Currently, i’m still at the beginning, i.e. at 
the stage of generating ideas.

what's the most interesting or chal-
lenging part of your job?
I like the fact that my work is varied and 
lively. Each project is a story unto itself; 
in each one, i learn something new. i am 
pleased that my work allows me to mon-
itor a product from the very beginning 
to the end. I start with a sketch ... and 
end with a sales catalogue. in between, 
there are ups and downs, but work that 
one likes doing is not hard work.

Glm talks to three Gorenje people – project manager, engineer and 

lab technician – to find out what they’re doing, and how it fits into the 

larger, holistic Gorenje picture.

whAt’s your job?

 jeFF biCKert    tomAŽ bevK
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 mArKo KrečA 

 leADinG enGineer, 

 r&D CooKinG ComPetenCe Centre 

what’s your job? 
i’m responsible for r&D for electrical 
department and for the safety certifi-
cation of end products.
all electrical components are con-
nected to mechanical constructions, 
and for that we need to find the best so-
lution such that everything fits together 
optimally.

what particular tasks have you per-
formed – as a part of what you’re work-
ing on – today?
Today I’m in the final phase of a very 
complex project, part of the automatic 

cooking program. Some improvements 
on the automatic programs need to 
tested. Then the products will be ready 
for serial production.

what are the key issues/questions sur-
rounding what you do? 
I need to follow the primary target of 
solutions being cost effective and user-
friendly for the end-users. In the end I 
always discover that the simplest solu-
tion is the best solution. but it’s a long 
way to finding that simplest of solutions.

what are you working on these days?
To prepare the operation solutions 
for the next project, for the automatic 
cooking of the hobs and ovens. In this 
project we’re focused on the healthy 
programs, which are intended (and 
have) to bring to the end-users better 
tasting food.

what makes your job interesting?
Combine all of the knowledge from the 
past. To find solutions for those areas 
with which i’m not familiar – this is the 
challenge that pushes me further, to 
learn more.
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 srečKo šimunKovič/ 

 eleCtroniCs lAb teChniCiAn,/

 r&D CooKinG ComPetenCe Centre/

what’s your job? 
My work includes performing measure-
ments on electric cooking appliances, 
connected with safety, functionality, 
and implementation of new compo-
nents.

what particular tasks have you per-
formed – as a part of what you’re work-
ing on – today?
My work requires me to know and keep 
up to date with the relevant standards 
for cooking equipment. these days, 
I’m working on testing a glass ceramic 
cooking hob with a new control module 

and measuring the temperatures on the 
appliance surfaces. by mid-year next 
year, changes to the standards will be 
introduced, with allowed surface tem-
peratures falling by an average of 10°C.

what are the key issues/questions sur-
rounding what you do?
any change to existing appliances 
poses a challenge in my work, especially 
when working as part of a project team, 
where I always learn a lot.

what are you working on these days?
Currently, major projects bio 60 and 

bio 45 are in progress. they include 
new built-in ovens with a height of 60 
cm and 45 cm, respectively. in addition 
to being multi-functional, these ovens 
will also allow cooking with steam or 
microwaves.

what’s the most interesting or chal-
lenging part of your job?
Teamwork is very important and a big 
part of approaching day-to-day chal-
lenges, where our ultimate goal is to 
make good, safe products and cost-
efficient products.
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what’s the secret behind 
your big ski success?
Training in the morning and training 
in the afternoon. Every day. Inter-
rupted by massages, sauna baths 
and everything else that I need to be 
fit and feel good. My life at the mo-
ment is all about jumps and training.
what’s going through your 
mind when you fly?
I just focus on the jump. I concen-
trate on the line and forget about 
everything else. but at the second 
jump in Planica I did say to myself: 
“now go straight down”, the whole 
time, that’s what i was thinking, “Go 
down! Go down! Go down! …”
where’s your favou-
rite place to ski jump?
in Planica. Planica is home, it’s where 
I have the most supporters. I like 
zakopane too, it has a similar at-
mosphere to Planica. People are 
relaxed and cheer for everyone.
what are you like privately, 
off the slopes and jumps?
simple, modest, sometimes grumpy, 
but otherwise hard and unre-
lenting on myself, persistent.
Do you wash, cook, other 
domestic chores?
my wife špela washes the 
clothes, but i cook.
we’ve heard about your dog – he’s 
almost an icon; does he perhaps have 

his master’s qualities? who is his mas-
ter and who’s the master at home?
I take care of ozzy when I’m at home. 
when i’m training or out at competi-
tions, špela is the one who takes care 
of him. when we’re away on holiday 
or when špela follows me abroad 
with our friends during the winter 
season my mum takes over. It’s hard 
to say who does the most at home, 
because we share everything and 
really try to adapt to each other.
what about the things around 
you; what about design?
the fridge is black, the Gorenje made 
with crystalized TM – Swarovski ele-
ments, because i like it to be big, 
roomy. other appliances are from the 
Gorenje ora-Ïto collection, also black. 
the kitchen is Gorenje Delta, purple.
A large refrigerator, a slim ski 
jumper. is there any food that 
must never be missing from it?
None.
giving up food for sports?
That’s part of the deal. You have 
to watch your weight, if you 
don’t you’re just not there.
Does that mean you have to deny 
yourself certain dishes that you enjoy?
no, i like to eat everything, but i 
do make sure I don’t eat too much 
fat and never mix carbohydrates 
with proteins. I eat only one of 
those food groups at a sitting.

what’s your favourite food or recipe 
that you like to prepare at home?
well, pasta is the fastest and requires 
the least effort. meat too, you just turn 
it over a couple of times and that’s it.
Desserts?
Not a fan. Except for my mum’s 
cookies. but i did make apple 
strudel all winter long.
Any special recipe?
I do it my way. I do buy the pas-
try, whole grain, and on that 
i put cottage cheese, apples, 
brown sugar, cinnamon.
your goals for the future?
My main goal now is the winter 
olympics in Sochi 2014. Time will 
tell what happens from then on. 
most of all, i just want to get there 
and do my thing, and until then 
keep winning in the world Cup.
And in your global travels, 
do you see the familiar gore-
nje brand around you?
everywhere i go i see Gorenje, 
and it always brings a smile to my 
face. we’re everywhere! All i can 
say to that is ‘what else, Gorenje!’. 
Global, present everywhere. it is 
the most natural thing for me.

Gorenje has been a proud 
sponsor of the Slovenian Nordic 
ski teams for 19 seasons.

a few personal minutes with 

robert Kranjec, the ambitious 

Slovenian ski jumper who brought 

home four gold and four bronze 

medals this season, and concluded 

it with a small crystal globe.

 cAtchING UP WIth 

 robert
 KrAnjeC

 uršKA ojsteršeK    Gorenje ArChives

  QuiCKtAlK
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SoME LIKE IT HoT
  FollowinG the ProDuCtion oF built-in hobs At  

  Gorenje’s new, hiGhly FleXible DeDiCAteD FACility  

  throuGh to FinAl testinG AnD PACKinG.  

 jeFF biCKert & GretA KoKot rAjKovič   tomAŽ bevK

•  standard hotplates; assembly of classical electrical hobs (inox or enamelled cooktop)

how it’s Done                                                                                                                                     
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Manufacturing of built-in hobs takes place at a dedicated facility 

of approx. 3.000 m2. on the line are inductors, generators and modules 

assembled to the undertray; at the end, the glass-ceramic is screwed to the 

undertray. To prevent the possibility of electrostatic discharge (from 

worker to electronic parts), all working stations are equipped with units 

for electrostatic discharging. 

•  Assembly of induction hobs

  how it’s Done

sPrinG – summer 2012
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•  Testing station – testing induction appliances

how it’s Done                                                                                                                                     

all appliances are 100% checked at a sophisticated 

testing station for safety, functionality and visual 

appearance by a specially skilled operator. 
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•  Gluing of inserts to glass-ceramic for Gas On Glass appliances

  how it’s Done
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•  Automated stacking of packed appliances

how it’s Done                                                                                                                                     

At the end of the line, appliances are cleaned, packed 

and stacked on palettes. annual production is around 

310,000 hobs (1,640 hobs per day); maximum capacity 

of the facility is some 380,000 appliances.
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•  Automated stacking of packed hobs on palettes

  how it’s Done

JAneZ PArAdIŽ, 

Technical Manager, 

cooking Appliances:

The line is new and 

excels in flexibility, 

sophisticated 

testing equipment, 

and focusses on 

good ergonomics 

for workers.
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dutch designer dirk van der kooij is probably best known for his 

endless chair, part of a series made from a continuous string of 

recycled plastic using an old robot rescued from a chinese factory. 

Based in eindhoven, van der kooij trains particular focus on the 

evolution of his design creations, as well as on the production 

process itself, where it is (far) more visible.

 jeFF biCKert    Photos Courtesy oF DirK vAn Der Kooij

  DesiGntAlK, with DirK vAn Der Kooij  

EndlESS 
dESIgn
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t
he recycled plastic comes from ground-up and 
melted-down old refrigerators, which – along 
with a compelling sustainability angle – gives rise 
to variations in shade and colour-balance, thereby 
making every chair unique. according to the de-

signer, he’ll go on with this technique until he comes up against 
the borders of its production. and while there are no explicit 
plans for such, he allows it could become a mass-production 
robot in the future. van der Kooij just returned from salone 
del mobile in milan, where he was offered a special exhibition 
space put together by the widely respected Domus magazine 
and audi.

your work is a curious mix of low-tech mechanical process 
producing what is in effect a kind of very high-tech product. 

what is it about (the) process you so (apparently) enjoy or 
find compelling? (you smile a lot when describing the pro-
cess on camera.)
I did the first chair by hand. That was a crazy job that took me 
20 hours. The result was messy and not what I had in mind. 
I still enjoy the fact that every line is perfectly drawn by the 
robot, neatly stapling it into a product. it’s the softness of the 
material, that makes it an appealing process, almost like push-
ing toothpaste out into a product. it’s addictive to watch – i still 
stop and watch the machine do its trick.

Have you long or always been interested in things mechani-
cal; and in making things; and being a very active part in the 
making process? How interested – as a design tool – are you 
interested in technology; and what kinds / applications?

it’s the softness of the material, 

that makes it an appealing 

process, almost like pushing 

toothpaste out into a product.

01
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01 Endless Flow Saloon 

Table

02 Rescued robot at work

03 Endless Flow Low 

rocking Chair, black;  

Endless Flow Little one 

Chair, blue
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i’ve always loved to construct. when i was 13 years old, i 
bought my first milling tool. My friends’ parents were my (first) 
customers who bought the furniture I created. The most fun in 
making for me is to construct tools and jigs that help you work 
faster and more precisely. That’s why I also love the process 
that i’ve created for endless – it’s actually a big jig.

Are you interested in exploring these “alternative” tech-
niques, automation and approaches further?
more and more processes are becoming automated, and are 
driven by technology. but it’s not the automation of things in 
itself which always moves or inspires me. I’m interested in what 
gives expression to what I want to do.

How easy is it to get recycled / (re)usable waste material for 
your production?  
It’s not that hard to get material. a growing number of compa-
nies are processing and filtering recycled plastics, and re-sell-
ing them again. so far i’ve been using recycled refrigerators, 
which has worked very well.

Have you long/always been particularly interested in plastic? 
Are there other materials you’re particularly interested in; 
and in working in?
I like all materials. Plastic is just one of them. I think if you ap-
proach all of the different materials in the right way – meaning 
that suits the material – every material is beautiful.

without slotting you into a rigid framework, the Dutch (de-
signers) seem to have an affinity for referencing/sourcing 
the past, for a kind of particular referential retro, in their 

work? Does this play a part in your thinking/approach?
I don’t see myself sourcing or referring to the past with my 
work; nor do i recognise this across the entire Dutch design 
scene. i think Dutch designers don’t simply design shapes only, 
for the simple reason that is not the only way to move forward. 
if you want to make really new stuff, the trick is to look at the 
parts or aspects of a product that were never really seen or 
looked at before.

there is an explicitly eco or sustainable element in your 
work, but i understand this is not a central concern of yours. 
is this just a happy coincidence? or are you looking at this 
issue somehow differently?
yes, you got it right, it’s not my main goal. because if it were, 
then you could just go and lock yourself up completely and 
decide that the best thing to do would be not to make any-
thing any more – just because this would be better for the 
environment. so i always say i’m not an eco-friendly designer, 
i just use 100% recycled plastic. if you say yes, i am an eco-
friendly designer, people will attack you for the fact that you 
use energy, that you transport it all over the world. And that’s 
true, so no i’m not particularly eco-friendly, i just use 100% 
recycled plastic.

what (chicken or egg) with this series came first  – the tech-
nology/technique or the effect/desired end-product?
well actually, to my mind, both came at the same time. i knew 
how hard it was to make a good chair, and with this the robot 
could help perfectly, with (compelling) prototyping. on the 
purely practical level, certainly the technique appeared first – 
then i started working with designing forms, shapes.

  PRoFILE
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livinG 
with 

PLaSTIC
biodegradable plastics and bioplastics represent far more acceptable 

alternatives, from creation to disposal, than conventional, energy 

intensive petroleum-based plastics.

GREENER PaSTURES                                                                                                                              

 KAtjA KAvčič   CoURTESY oF THE MaNUFaCTURERS
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The crude oil alone used as 

the raw material for plastics 

amounts to 4 percent of total oil 

consumption.

 t ake a look around you and you see water bottles, 
bags, furniture and other products all containing 
plastics. They’re everywhere and appear in large 
varieties. Plastic materials range from completely 

synthetic molecules (polyethylene), chemically modi-
fied natural materials (rubber), to natural plastic materials 
(chewing gum). The non-natural materials may contain 
toxic chemicals that endanger health. They also pollute 
the environment as the large amounts of plastics that are 
not recycled pile up around us – in the land-fills and in the 
oceans – where they may persist for hundreds of years. in 
2009 plastics made up more than 12 percent of the munici-
pal solid waste stream in the us, but only 7 percent of this 
plastic waste was recycled.

imost of today’s plastics are made from petroleum, which 
makes countries with plastic industries more dependent on 
oil. The crude oil alone used as the raw material for plas-
tics amounts to 4 percent of total oil consumption, without 
accounting for the oil used in the production and trans-
portation processes. therefore, less energy intensive, less 
polluting and less toxic alternatives such as biodegrad-
able plastics and bioplastics are gaining increasingly more 
ground and attention.

biodegradable plastics have been developed to reduce the 
pile of plastic in land-fills by using natural materials, such as 
vegetable crop derivatives or animal products but also pe-
troleum as an input ingredient. The term degradable plas-
tics broadly describes plastics that are designed to break 
down into smaller particles within a certain time period and 
within a specific environment. after the first stage of deg-
radation the particles are small enough to be digested by 
microorganisms. This second step is called biodegradation. 
If plastics have the qualities described above they can be 
disposed of by composting. however, even so called bio-
degradable plastics only biodegrade in specially controlled 
composting facilities. In normal backyard composting plas-
tics cannot degrade like other organic material. 

Nowadays the share of biodegradable plastics on the mar-
ket is very small. but it’s expected to grow in the future 
and may become big enough to make separate compost-
ing facilities economically viable. however, the problem with 
biodegradable plastics is not only composting. another 

problem is energy consumption. biodegradable plastics 
made from fossil fuels consume as much oil as conventional 
plastics. That means it’s still more energy efficient to re-
cycle conventional plastics rather than produce biodegrad-
able plastics from crude oil. Recycling consumes even less 
energy than the production of biodegradable bioplastics. 
but for newly produced plastics biodegradable bioplastics 
could be a viable option. 

bioplastics or organic plastics are a form of plastics de-
rived from renewable sources, such as vegetable oils and 
starches. some are biodegradable and some are not. bio-
plastics have the potential to reduce consumption of fossil 
fuels because the feedstock of bioplastics is not crude oil. 
however, bioplastics production still consumes fossil fuels 
in the production process itself. Additionally, the produc-
tion of raw materials such as corn often uses fossil-fuel to 
operate machinery. only a minor share of agriculture relies 
on renewable sources of energy. To decrease our depen-
dency on fossil fuels it’s not only important which feedstock 
is used, but also the agriculture and production processes 
behind it matter. however, bioplastics still use less petro-
leum over their life cycle than fossil fuel-based plastics.

From the perspective of energy efficiency recycling bio-
plastics would be the most desirable option. Recycling is 
almost always more energy efficient and releases less car-
bon dioxide than the making of a new product, and produc-
ing bioplastics consumes less energy than fossil-fuel based 
plastics. however, bioplastics require separate recycling 
facilities as it is not possible to recycle them together with 
conventional types of plastics. bioplastics have to be kept 
separately because they may contaminate a whole batch of 
other plastics. Considering this huge obstacle and the gen-
erally low rates of recycling, biodegradable bioplastics may 
be the least polluting and the most energy efficient option 
available to us. Plastics should be biodegradable so they 
can biodegradate if they are not recycled, and they should 
be bioplastics because of their relatively low energy use.

The next time you’re asked at the supermarket whether 
you’d prefer “paper or plastic” consider saying “no bag, 
please!”. And say the same if you are asked “biodegradable 
or not”. because zero consumption is still the most energy 
efficient and eco-friendly alternative available.

  GREENER PaSTURES
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SPrIng 
SPrUcIng UP, 

A lA gorEnjE 
  brinGinG bACK the beAuty, with Gorenje  

  PRoFESSIoNaL CLEaNERS  

 mAnCA Krnel hess    tomAŽ bevK & KAtArinA KoKAlj

 With Gorenje’s new lineup of professional 
cleaning products you’ll never need to 
wipe the leftover traces of any maid away. 
This is an ambitious new line which makes 

a woman doing her chores a virtue – of any domestically 
engaged beauty queen. 

those women in their glossy, pure spa world are visions of 
a perfectly controlled moment of unambiguous optimism 
about the future. “yes, optimism,” they agreed at Gorenje. 
“And health!” so Gorenje has introduced a line of profes-
sional cleaners developed in cooperation with a renowned 
European manufacturer. The range of cleaners provides 
perfect care for home appliances, furniture, and other 
kitchen and bathroom fixtures and equipment.

The compounds used in the cleaning products are care-
fully selected by specialists to preserve the surfaces and 

functionality of all equipment. with their innovative formu-
lations these products are designed to help improve safety 
and reduce water and energy usage, as well as the amount 
of waste released into the environment. Sustainability is in-
herent in the product family: responsibility to the environ-
ment and to the consumer both figures centrally in concept 
development.

but it’s hard to put your finger on exactly what makes 
these cleaners work so well: maybe it’s that they express, 
with ease and confidence, Gorenje’s internal dynamic: the 
beauty of clean lines, quality design, advanced technology 
and innovation. The underlying point of friction in this dy-
namic is, of course, that the millisecond complete control 
is relinquished, chaos will reassert itself – naturally. it keeps 
on returning – just like the time for spring cleaning, every 
spring, every year. 

aT HoME                                                                                                                                      
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•  glAss cerAMic cleAner

 Suitable for acid-resistant glass ceramic 

cookers as well as enamel cookware. 

• stAinless steel cleAner

 Suitable for all water resistant surfaces

• stAinless steel PolisH

 Professional treatment for stainless 

steel surfaces; forms a protective 

film to prevent further adherence of 

impurities; prevents visible fingerprints. 

• oven interior cleAner

 Special composition of the cleaner 

allows cleaning ovens, grills, 

convection ovens, grill plates, deep 

fryers and all baskets, trays, and 

accessories for these appliances. 

• wAsHbowl, sHower AnD 

 bAtHtub cleAner

 Cleans and treats all high-lustre water 

resistant surfaces made of stone, 

glass, or enamel, as well as polished 

floor; does not leave stains after 

cleaning; acts as an air freshener.

• glAss cleAner

 Cleaner for all smooth surfaces from glass

• furniture PolisH

 Suitable for all types of wood surfaces; 

forms a lustrous protective film.

• wAll AnD floor cerAMics cleAner

 Cleans enamel and ceramic 

surfaces, stainless steel, as well 

as glass ceramic surfaces.

• refrigerAtor cleAner

 Special treatment for refrigerator 

interior; cleans and treats delicate 

water resistant surfaces; 

 cleans quickly and gently on the 

surfaces; does not leave streaks.

 Use: apply the cleaner to the 

surface using a spray bottle or a soft 

cloth; a microfiber cloth is suitable 

as well. Clean, wipe with a clean 

damp cloth, and leave it to dry.

 oh, i’m sorry, you must be confusing 

me with the maid we don’t have.

  aT HoME
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  why, while slowly trAnsForminG our men into  

  DomestiC GoDs, some thinGs still DeFy GoDliness  

MAn vS. 
MAchInE

 jeriCA ŽivA Puterle    tomAŽ bevK & KAtArinA KoKAlj

 W hen us women talk about cooking and enter-
taining, we don't mean shifting the take-out 
Chinese from styrofoam on to nice china. we 
usually see it as a serious project of planning, 

preparation, presentation and pleasure. of course we don't 
always expect a five course meal waiting for us every time we 
get home, but food and entertaining over favorite recipes is 
still one of the simplest joys in life. And for women everywhere, 
a man who can work a spatula remains the embodiment of 
numerous fantasies. The way to the heart definitely makes a 
devoted detour via the stomach. 

Admittedly, it is ever-so lovely to see a man, gallivanting 
around the kitchen, wondrously perusing several cookbooks 
and websites at once, concocting the perfect menu to excite 
our palate. This does nothing to undermine his masculinity one 
bit – on the contrary, it is rather …um.. sensual. the evolution/
revolution that brought female emancipation also brought us 
a long list of globally renowned (male) chefs running the most 
respected restaurants in the world, making a man peeling po-
tatoes and whistling out of tune not such an unworldly sight. 
And when that wonderfully smelling, suspiciously well deco-
rated plate of his home cooking stands before you, waiting to 
be devoured, his smug smile almost makes you forget about 
the monster in waiting – for you. without sounding like the 
Grinch, the scrooge, whoever might have robbed men of the 
joy of cooking, one particular problem exists – and persists. 
The understanding of what exactly the cleanliness is that is 
next to godliness.

This terrible difference (between men and women) in the ap-
proach to cooking is appareant at first sight, when stepping 
into the room that is the altar of culinary indulgence. It lies 
in the unprecedented mess that cooking even the simplest 
of meals a man can produce. And here, my dear fellows, our 
frustration grows.

so, just for the record – women love, love, love a man in the 
kitchen. but we also loathe the mess that takes us hours to 
clean. long, meticulous hours that you usually brush off by 
saying: 'even if i scrubbed for a day, i could never do as good a 

job as you do.' And while you're absolutely right – you couldn't 
– it doesn't mean we enjoy it; that it appeals to us; that we’re 
any more prepared for it; that we wouldn't rather be chilling 
with a glass of wine than destroying our French manicure 
elbow deep in detergent and undesireables.

First of all, we all know it's hard to get men even to take out the 
trash without us telling them so. Even the simplest of chores 
often need not only instructions, but actual directions. there 
also exists a puzzling forgetfulness that even painstaking rep-
etition cannot crack, so women are actually kind of used to 
telling men what needs to be done. Regularly; on a daily basis. 

here's what gets us frustrated, every single time. you don't 
need to use every bowl, pot and pan ever acquired in our life-
time together. really, sometimes you can reuse the same one 
you just rinsed that one carrot in. or you can actually mash 
the potatoes in the one you cooked them in. try it, improvise! 
you'll be surprised. Also, while the greens are boiling away, 
take that 10 seconds to throw out the peelings. and while that 
succulent roast is sizzling away to pinky and perky perfection, 
just rinse those hundred mixing bowls, grinders, spatulas and 
mortars that took you to mix the vinaigrette. this, of course, 
will not scrub away all of the oil splatters off the tiles or leave 
the countertop gleaming, but it will help ease that disheart-
ened look on your woman's face when she is confronted with 
the battlefield she's left with. 

A lot of ovens today are self cleaning, so don't (necessarily) 
bother with that. but a few easy steps will make it easier for 
phase two, which is one of the greatest inventions of all time 
- the dishwasher. i'm convinced it had to have been a woman 
who invented the first one. Don't ask me why. And with the 
Gorenje xxx it will take us exactly five minutes to load the en-
tire kitchen inventory you needed for our eggs benedict, and 
we'll crack open that bottle of rosé to enjoy the football match 
with you. and we’ll actually be grateful we transformed our 
men into gourmet in-house chefs after all, because technology 
has made all the more easier for us – for us. so for that matter, 
maybe just forget about what you’ve been reading here. just 
keep cooking.
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For women everywhere, a man 

who can work a spatula remains 

the embodiment of numerous 

fantasies.
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hERItAGE
reinventeD

Krištof is the deliciously compelling answer to rethinking culinary 

tradition, locally sourcing everything from fresh ingredients to the 

handmade clay pottery your food arrives in.

 jeriCA ŽivA Puterle    mAnCA juvAn

01
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 the family-run Krištof restaurant is tucked away 
in the village of Predoslje, a twenty-minute drive 
from slovenia's capital, ljubljana. the bolka family 
has been in the business for roughly seven cen-

turies and see heritage not only as a source of endless in-
spiration, but as a kind of obligation towards the food of 
our ancestors – and to the inquisitive, often discriminating 
clientele. 

after doing what was modern back in the eighties and nine-
ties, tomaž and Krištof bolka took to re-inventing tradition, 
despite the fact that it was decidedly un-trendy back then. 
but they were also taking it back to the roots, literally, sourc-

ing ingredients from their friends and neighbours, people who 
honour and respect local and regional species and follow rules 
of natural, ecological farming; the restaurant is even the first in 
Slovenia to attain biological and ecological certificates. 

today, they’re applying contemporary culinary ideas to slo-
venian traditions, but the philosophy observes the premise of 
seasonal freshness, according to seasonal changes that are 
reflected in the year’s four main menus.

You’re first greeted with your name posted on the diner’s 
blackboard, by day basking in the sun by the terrace door. 
the ambiance is immediately warm, friendly, unpretentious 

02

03 04
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and very Slovenian. The staff are both enthusiastic and sin-
cere about the food that is coming your way. and every dish 
has a story behind it.
 
we’re welcomed with home-baked bread accompanied by 
extra virgin olive oil from vanja Dujc, for which he received two 
gold medals – one in new york and one in shanghai. this is im-
mediately followed by a lovely forest of baked cheese lollipops, 
nestled in a basket of weaved hay. Next up is a wooden board 
of amuse-bouche, consisting of roasted cheese “from friends 
at the end of the village, on the left”, spoonfuls of subtle carrot 
mousse with a tangy note (“we grow the carrots in our own 
ecological garden”) and mini ‘burgers’ with Arvaj's 'Kranjska 
klobasa', a slovenian speciality sausage made famous by its 
trip to space. with this we sip on a very fresh, very drinkable 
glass of biodynamic Anarchy wine, made by a very particular 

vintner named aci Urbajs. (Urbajs also makes his own organic 
pest deterrent from nettles, herbs and clay.) And an array of 
the day’s flavourful soups arrives, like a frothy, creamy cau-
liflower soup, served in a jam jar, with a ightly baked scallop 
perched on top; and a fresh, tangy onion soup that comes with 
a spiced breadstick. 

the food itself is largely simple and unassuming, but uncon-
ventionally prepared and presented, in step with current culi-
nary trends from around the world. Co-owner and host tomaž 
bolka continues to appear with tasty treats to sample, and 
casually explains the philosophy he follows what he looks for 
in the ingredients he uses. when it comes to the food on the 
table, or the plate it sits on, every element is there for a good 
reason. he searches out the local and the seasonal, the arti-
sanal, handmade, biological and ecological – something that 

FlAvours                                                                                                                                      
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Amuse-bouche: 

roasted cheese, 

spoonfuls 
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mousse and 

mini ‘burgers’ 

with ‘kranjska 

klobasa’
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Fresh bass fillet 

is thinly sliced 

and nestled on 

a bed of straw
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The spectacle 

begins: the jar 

fills with white 

birch smoke 

and gently 

smokes the fillet

04

Tomaž adds a 

gentle spritz of 

grape vinegar, 

then lightly 

drizzles olive oil 

all over it
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dining with the 

krištof family 

today: Gorenje 

lifestyle 

Magazine

06

krištof co-

owner and host 

Tomaž Bolka

07 

Frothy, creamy 

cauliflower 

soup, served in 

a jam jar, with 

baked scallop 

on top
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The food itself is largely simple and 

unassuming, but unconventionally prepared 

and presented, in step with current culinary 

trends from around the world.

continues to gain ground in the culinary world, but which they, 
at Krištof, have been doing here for some time now. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, Krištof dabbles in design as well: the 
Krištof team has won ljubljana's  month of Design eat&Drink 
Design award for culinary innovation a number of times con-
secutively,  for their fresh, creative attention to the way their 
food is presented. their most recent – and highly popular – 
innovative creation is an old world meets high-tech dish of 
flash-smoked organically farmed sea bass.

Nestled on a bed of straw the bass is covered by a large glass 
bell jar. Feeding the smoking jar is a special burner, in which 
tomaž places birch sawdust and lights it. now the spectacle 
begins: the jar fills with white birch smoke and gently smokes 

the fillet, lending it the subtle aroma of wood and straw. once 
the smokes settles and promptly disappears, they place the 
fish onto a wooden plate. tomaž adds a gentle spritz of grape 
vinegar, made by legendary la subida owner joško sirk, just 
this side of the Italian border. He then lightly drizzles olive oil 
all over it, adds a pinch of fleur de sel and suddenly disap-
pears – only to return with a handful of tiny flowers and a wide 
grin on his face. “I just ran to the neighbour’s backyard to pick 
them, they're used to me meddling in their garden”, he ex-
plains. He then garnishes the dish with them and adds that 
they're all very edible. he tells us they usually prepare trout 
this way, and the sea bass with seagrass and rosemary, but we 
didn't mind this mixing a bit. we lingered on every tasty bite, 
soaking up the late afternoon sun and the last of the lovely 
wine – traditionally.

  FlAvours
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 lisA CorvA    lisA CorvA, Courtesy oF the venues; thomAs PAGAni (museo Del noveCento)

glAM 
chEAP

Glam Cheap. that’s it, the perfect oxymoron that depicts, captures 

milan so well: glam, of course, as it’s the capital of design and fashion; 

but also cheap, because in these challenging times, who can really 

afford to shop and splurge? and it’s also the title of my second book: 

“Glam Cheap”, a history of love, fashion and unemployment – the story 

of many today in milan. hopefully, it all wraps up with a happy ending, 

like in my book. 
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How is Milan for the “recessionistas” 
who love fashion and design? where 
to go, what to do? Here are my 
personal tips and favourites, places i 
love and warmly recommend. 

let’s start from the heart of milan, 
albeit a very touristic heart: Piazza del 
Duomo, where the white unfinished 
cathedral continues to attract no end 
of both tourists – and pigeons. here 
we find the newly restored Museo 
del novecento, directed by a young, 
assertive woman. Do go and visit, 
and don’t miss the top floor, with 
Lucio Fontana’s beautiful luminescent 
neon installation, created in 1951, 
one of the first ever in contemporary 
art. and don’t miss the café and 
restaurant Da Giacomo, with a 
superb view out over the square.

speaking of views, i always go to 
la rinascente, milan’s most famous 
department store, for a light lunch: 
head for the seventh and top floor, 
where you can do some real gourmet 
shopping (mostly coffee, biscuits, 
chocolates and more, from all over 
italy), and where you can stop at 
the “mozzarella bar” or the open 
air restaurant, facing the delicate 
“embroidery” of the Duomo. on a 
sunny day, it’s lovely to sit outside 
and enjoy a glass of prosecco. then, 
go to the basement – for the Design 
Supermarket. Yet more design? 
there’s always la triennale, milan’s 
design museum which always has 
interesting exhibitions on offer. and 
Rossana orlandi’s marvellous design 
store, located in a former tie-factory, 
where rossana orlandi, the owner, 
reigns and presents her discoveries 
from all over the world. another good 
address is Pianoprimo: minimalist, airy, 
chic. And a shop which opens, as the 
name explicitly states – solamente 
giovedì – only on thursdays, 
inside a typical Milan courtyard.

fAsHionistAs AnD 
recessionistAs
yes, it’s (still) recession time. that’s 
why I avoid the world-famous via 
montenapoleone, the Gucci and 
Prada stores, to scout out some 
more visionary and poetic (and 
affordable) shopping. My favourite 

•  rossana Orlandi;

 Parma & co.;

 erba Brusca;

 Pianoprimo

• •   duomo di Milano,  

Piazza del duomo;

 Museo del novecento;

 Armani Hotel, Milano;

  la Triennale design 

museum
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is Colomba leddi, and her atelier / 
shop in the Triennale neighbourhood. I 
absolutely love her summer collection, 
where she’s applied a sharp knife to 
charming effect. she sliced onions, 
carrots, bright yellow lemons, red 
cabbage and peppers. She laid them 
gently on old kitchen linen and tea 
towels, then photographed and 
digitalised them, and the result is an 
entire summer wardrobe. Plus soft 
cushions and curtains for her home 
collection. and the fabrics? Fresh 
as playfully shadowed kitchen on a 
summer’s afternoon in italy, by the 
sea, with the light and the breeze 
streaming through white curtains… 
i know, i always wax poetic when i 
see her clothes. but go and have a 
look, and you too will fall in love.
Along with Colomba leddi, i always 
pop in at wait and see, milan’s new 
concept store (tiny but  fancier than 
10 Corso Como). and there are two 
cafés with shopping: verger (good 
lunches too); and Pause, a new 
concept – “bar all’italiana” – where 
you can also buy vintage clothes.

APeritivo AnD Dinner
Milan’s most glamorous location? 
Armani’s new bamboo bar, on top 
of his new hotel, on via manzoni. All 
“greige” (Armani’s trademark colour, 
a mix between beige and grey), soft 
spoken, elegant. And a beautiful view 
out over the rooftops of milan. but for 
dinner; or lunch? Parma & Co, a new 
restaurant which is also a “salumeria” 
(and you can buy prosciutto and 
mortadella); similarly there’s Il salumaio 
di via Montenapoleone. Perhaps you 
have a sweet tooth? try van bol & 
Feste. The Milanesi love muffins and 
bagels, like those of the California 
bakery, which is so successful they 
just opened a new location in via 
tortona, right in the middle of the 
design district. but if you really want 
a quiet, gourmet address, book 
a table at erba brusca. it’s a new 
formula venue, “orto con cucina”, a 
restaurant where the proud chefs 
cook with fresh herbs from their own 
vegetable garden – where the tables 
are set. It’s more romantic than glam 
cheap, but that’s what i like about 
Milan: it can still always surprise you.

• solamente Giovedì;

 colomba leddi;

  la rinascente, design  

supermarket

• • wait and see;

  la rinascente, design 

supermarket
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PHone nuMbers: 
+39 is italy’s international dialling code
02 is the area code for Milan

MuseuMs
Museo del novecento, Piazza Duomo 12; 
www.museodelnovecento.org

triennale, viale Alemagna;   
www.triennaledesignmuseum.it

fooD
il salumaio di via Montenapoleone,  
via santo spirito 10, tel. 02 76001123;  
www.ilsalumaiodimontenapoleone.it

Parma & co, via Delio tessa 2,  
at corner of corso Garibaldi; tel. 02 89096720;  
www.parmaeco.it

erba brusca, Alzaia naviglio Pavese 286, tel. 87380711; 
www.erbabrusca.it

Pause, via ozanam 7, tel. 02 39521611

van bol & feste, largo Cairoli 2;  
www.vanbolandfeste.it

california bakery, Piazza sant’eustorgio 4 and/or  
via Tortona 28; www.californiabakery.it

Armani bamboo bar, via manzoni 31, tel. 02 88838888; 
www.armanihotels.com

Design: 
rossana orlandi, via matteo bandello 14/16; 
www.rossanaorlandi.com

solamente giovedì, nel cortile di Carlo maria 
maggi 6. only on thursdays, or by appointment, 
at tel. 02 34536086

Piano Primo, via tolstoj 5; www.pianoprimo.it

Design supermarket (La Rinascente’s department 
store), via washington 70;  www.designsupermarket.it

fAsHion:
colomba leddi, via revere 3; www.colombaleddi.it

wait and see, via santa marta 14; www.waitandsee.it

verger, via varese 1; www.verger.it

10 corso como, Corso Como 10; www.corsocomo.com
---------
more Lisa Corva at www.lisacorva.com

  trAvels
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whAt is
HigH-tecH?

 Dr. KristoFFer Krnel 

 It is said that there is no escape from high-tech anymore 
because we live in a high-tech world. Every day we drive to 
work in our computer-controlled, high-technology cars, we 
listen to music, watch movies and chat using portable digital 

devices, we can connect to the internet through the computer 
or phone from practically anywhere, we’re guided by satellite-
connected hardware, exchange information through social 
networks, use augmented reality to enhance our experience of 
the real world environment, and the list goes on and on. how-
ever, high-tech is much more than just the latest electronics.

the term high technology, or high-tech, was popularised in the 
late 1970s when it described the newest, “hottest” applications 
of technology in a range of industries, like medicine, genetics, 
automation, communications and last, but not least, comput-
ers. similarly, today the term high-tech represents a sort of 
umbrella term which refers to the industry that incorporates 
modern, cutting-edge scientific and technical knowledge of 
design and development of new products and processes. 
the application of high technology ranges from electronics, 
computer science, electronic and digital media and games, 
robotics and telecommunications, to space technology, bio-
technology, alternative energy and nuclear technology.

in addition to the devices we use on a daily basis, the realm of 
high technology includes advanced materials, such as carbon-
fibre-reinforced polymers that have become the basic material 
in the manufacture of new aircraft, or zirconium oxide ceram-
ics which are becoming increasingly used in the manufacture 
of dental superstructures (dentures) and is shaped from a 
block of ceramics by computer-controlled robots. High tech-
nology is further represented by some of the advanced drugs 
that upon first sight look nothing like high technology but 
more like regular pills, although the technology required for 
their production was likely more complex than the technology 
used in the production of today’s smart phones. 

I’ve already mentioned advanced alternative energy sources 
where the first great advancement that comes to mind con-
sists in photovoltaic cells which can convert sunlight directly 
into electricity. however, to my mind, immense progress has 
been achieved in heat pumps as well, and today we can easily 
buy an air conditioner that cools in the summer and heats in 
the winter by –  contrary to the basic laws of physics – taking 
the heat from a low-temperature source and pumping it inside 
where it is warmer.

we should be aware, of course, that some products or tech-
nologies that used to be “high-tech” only a few years or de-
cades ago are now taken for granted. The calculator is one 
such example, or a walkman, but some nevertheless remain. 
No one can say that the space shuttle is not a high technol-
ogy product, even if it is old and has remained practically un-
changed for more than 40 years and has even already been 
retired. Clearly, it is somewhat difficult to draw the line be-
tween what is and what is no longer high-tech. From the per-
spective of advertising, the line can be drawn very low and a 
great deal of products are easily marketed as high-tech; but 
on the other hand, from the perspective of technology, sci-
ence and research, the line is drawn rather high. People, natu-
rally, have their own idea of the concept, and opinions as to 
what constitutes high technology can be very diverse.

but is high technology really so cool and wonderful, do we re-
ally need it everywhere? or could we manage just fine (or even 
better) without some of these things and instead do some-
thing good for the environment and the society we live in? 
the production of photovoltaic (solar) cells, which is largely 
located in China – far enough for us not to worry about it for 
now, is highly stressful for the environment, polluting the water 
and soil around the factories which manufacture them with 
heavy metals. high technology includes nuclear power plants, 
which in my opinion still represent the cleanest method of 
generating electricity, but can nevertheless cause enormous 
damage to the environment. and let’s not forget genetically 
modified organisms or high-tech agriculture, as bill Gates re-
cently referred to them; high-tech or not, we still don’t want 
them anywhere near us or our food.

Finally, it’s always worth considering how much high technol-
ogy we actually need and where to draw the line between the 
benefits it brings and the damage it causes, which is not nec-
essarily limited to the environment, but also to society – just 
think of social networks, a product of high technology, which 
have made us less sociable, or high-tech food production that 
has forced us to eat less healthy food...

Can it be that one day even organically grown vegetables will 
be high-tech?

Dr. Kristoffer Krnel is Asst. Professor at  

Institute Jožef Stefan (www.ijs.si)

  PUTTING TECHNoLoGY INTo  

  PersPeCtive suGGests we ConsiDer  

  whAt we reAlly wAnt From it.  



FAST COOKING
GREAT FOOD
The three main features of Gorenje SuperPower induction hobs: speed, effi  ciency and
superior quality. Discover the secrets of easy, quick and exquisite cooking with the latest 
induction technology.

SuperBoost for incredibly fast operation, AllBoost for extra power, European Quality for 
only best components inside.

www.gorenje.com

SuperPower. The new line of induction hobs.

SuperBoost

SuperSilent

AllBoost

Timer

European Quality

EasyClean
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Unique fibre treatment with the IonTech technology
IonTech

www.gorenje.com

Built-in unique air ionizer in 
the dryer will smooth the 
fibres and

•  reduce creasing,
•  eliminate static charge   
   generated during the drying  
   process,
•  eliminate unpleasant  
   odours,
•  refresh and additionally  
   soften the laundry.

PERFECTLY 
SMOOTH AND 
REFRESHED LAUNDRY

IonTech
Unique fibre 
smoothing 
technology

SOFTNESS SENSATION. UltraSOFT
NEW GENERATION DRYERS
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